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Nearly 70 years after sinking beneath the waves, encrusted anchor from wreck Iroquois is brought to surface Steven Holland Photos
Divers battle seas, liaise anchor 
from Iroquois wrecked 
off Sidney, April l6, 1911
Battling poor weather, strong 
tides, and a series of complications 
which forced extension of the salvage 
operation, a team of navy divers last 
week finally raised the anchor and 
propeller from the wreck of the 
Iroquois steam passenger ship.
The salvage attempt came nearly 
three years to the day after the ship’s 
discovery in 110 feet of water on the 
ocean floor off Sidney by a team of 
local divers.
And it’s nearly 70 years since the 
ship went down a half-mile off Shell 
Island near the entrance to Canoe 
Pass, en route from Sidney wharf to 
Fulford Harbor with a full load of 
cargo and passengers.
In all, 21 passengers and crew 
drowned or went missing, though 
exact numbers are still uncertain 
because a passenger list was never 
kept.
Only 11 people .survived — four 
passengers and seven crew, including 
Capt. Albert A. Scars.
Leader of the Sidney diving crew, 
Chick Goodman of Riinpac Divers, 
said the anchor and propeller have 
been offered to the Town of Sidney.
Both the anchor and propellor will 
be cleaned! One will be mounted at 
new Iroquois Park adjacent to the 
sewage dispo.sal station of 5ih Street,
while the other will go to the Sidney 
Museum.
But raising the two coveted finds , 
was no easy matter. Goodman said 
navy divers were called in because the 
job was too large for the local diving 
club — and for a while it looked even 
too large for the navy, but it was just 
a matter of time.
Two navy diving tenders from 
Esquimau located the wreck (which 
hadn’t been marked for fear of
Story, photo 
by Ron Norman
disruption by individual divers) 
Tuesday afternoon.
With a team of 12 divers, the 
tenders spent Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday trying to sever 
the propellor from its shaft. The 
operation wa.s expected to take only 
a single day, but divers found the 
poor weather, strong tides and the 
110-foot depth very difficult. ’
Wave after wave of divers 
disappeared beneath the surface to 
try to cut the propellor, only to 
reappear again unsuccessful.
The navy also experienced problems 
with its cutting equipment at the 110-
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Loneline,ss has been described 
ns the ultimate poverty, and that's 
probably true in the sense that a 
poor but loving family at least 
have each other, Poverty ■— 
whether endured In loncllnc‘.ss or 
in the company of others •“ is 
especially hard at Chrlstma.s but it 
does give others, those more 
fortunate, an opportunity to share 
some of their own hnippincss 
around,
Would you like to make 
someone’s Christman bright? Fed 
extra good about yourself this 
sca.son and donate to the Sidney 
Review/Sidney Lion.s Christnurs 
Fund for thfe needy on the 
i)cni:u.uta. A lhl from humrm 
resources and church groups 
shows the need is even greater this 
year, that there arc many people
around us here on the peninsula 
who won’t be celebrating Dec. 
25 in any way at all because they 
won't have the money.
Some of us realize that the real 
meaning of Christmas and its 
celebration is becoming lo.st with 
too many people over-spending, 
over-eating and drinking too 
much.
Giving and sharing are two acts 
which cntompa.s.s the true spirit of 
Christmas, Please help by 
bringing a donation of money or 
looU to file Review ol lice on 3rd 
Street. Michael Massic, president 
of Sidney Lions has members of 
his diih ftnrt triirVs tin^d up to 




foot depth. First the cutting torch 
failed, then the air-pressure saw just 
couldn’t slice through the four-inch 
shaft as had been anticipated.
Goodman said the 110-fool 
vertical dive was very dangerous and 
operating at that depth was extremely 
difficult. If the wreck had been in 30 
to 40 feet of water, the operation 
would have taken less than a day, he 
said.
After attempting to first take the 
propellor, the navy finally gave up 
only three-^quarters of the way 
through the shaft and turned its 
attention to the anchor — an easier 
target.
The anchor was brought up 
Thursday afternoon and the 
propellor finally rai.scd Friday. Both 
were brought to Sidney wharf, 
transported to the municipal works 
yard and placed in a large hole lined 
with a plastic tarp and hosed down 
with fresh water. The pair will sit at 
the yard for the next six months to 
ensure corrosion does not set in.
Goodman said explosives were 
considered to sever the propellor 
because local divers had to wail for 
the navy to get free to work on the 
wreck.
He added there isn’t actually a ship 
under water, but only the remains of
Peninsula residents were hit with 
their first real taste of winter 
Thursday when an Arctic front from 
the B.C. mainland moved out over 
Vancouver Island, bringing with it a 
three-day snowstorm, freezing 
Icrmperatures, and resulting in a rash 
of minor automobile accidents.
But by Monday afternoon the Put 
Bay weather office said the worst is 
over. “It’s on its way back into a 
gradual warming trend now,” said 
an airport weather office spokesman,
The warming trend started 
Monday with an overnight low of IC 
~ the first lime in four days the 
overnight lowi climbed above the 
freezing mark .
Mighs of 5 C arc predicted for the 
re,St of this week, with clouds and 
showers returning today (Wed­
nesday),
: Last week’s, storm dropped 6.3 
centimetres of snow on the peninsula 
Thursday, but it wasn’t serious 
because above iiee/.iiig temperutures 
melted much of it.
But the storm hit with full force 
Filday '.vbea it dropped auolhei f),.? 
cm and temperatures dipped to a 
daytime high of only -2 C and an 
overnight low of -5 C,
Navy crew prepares divers for another excursion along ocean floor.
the old steamer. Including the boiler, 
steam engine, anchor, propellor and 
propellor shaft. Rust has been 
reduced because of the depth of the 
wreck.
Goodman hopes to have a 
collection of plates, bottles, etc. 
ready for Sidney museum when it 
opens next summer.
The wreck was found by a crew of 
Sidney divers and members of the 
Underwater Artihacology Society of 
B.C. in Dec. 1977 after the two
groups pooled their knowledge of the 
wreck and spent about three months 
dragging the area with divers.
The vessel is one of the few wrecks 
to be found in local waters, and went 
down during a raging April storm on 
April 10, 1911.
A strong southwest squall 
prevailed when the Iroquois set out 
from Sidney wharf at 9:10 a.m. The 
steamer was heavily laden with 10 
tons of pho.sphatc fertilizer in the 
bow, feed, bar iron, general mer-
Relax - worst
IS over, snow
Flurries ami icy temperatures 
cau.scd traffic along the Pat Bay 
Highway to slow to a crawl, and 
rush-hour traffic out of Victoria wa,s 
Ijned up for miles bumper-to- 
bumper.
Side roads throughout the 
peninsula became particularly 
.slippery and many drivers simply 
gave up trying to negotiate the slick 
roads and abandoned their vehicles 
along the roadside.
Central Saanich, North Saanich 
and Sidney police reported a number 
of fender bender;;, svith one of the 
wor st coming Friday at the corner of 
Pat Bay Highway and Mount 
Newton Cross Uoad.
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said one driver hit some slush 
and went off the road into tire ditch. 
Five other drivers reacted to the 
mishap and slammed on their brakes, 
either colliding with the median or 
following the first car off the road 
and into the ditch,
“it's a lock of knowledge of how 
to drive on Ice or snow," Miles said 
--- that, and driving too fa.st. He 
added police were kept busy 
throughout the storm attending 
many single vehicle accidents, in­
cluding a couple inWliiwli the vehicle 
overturned. However, no serious 
injuries were reported,
In Sidney and North fjaanicii,
chandizc, as well as 30 tons of hay 
piled high on the deck.
The freight shifted in the storm, 
Capt. Sears said during the inque.st 
that followed, and authorities now 
believe a porthole gave way, allowing 
water to cascade in and sinking the 
vessel within sight of the wharf where 
residents still stood.
Diver Ray Williams said the 
captain appeared to have attempted 
to turn the ship around and head 
back to the wharf because the bow 
now faces Sidney.
RCMP Sgt, Bob Hob.son said there 
were a number of minor accidents, 
‘‘but nothing serious.”
He warned drivers to slow down in 
the snowy road conditions, and 
advised them to have snow tires. It’s 
not mandatory to have snow tires, 
but if an accident occurs in which the 
offender doesn’t have snow tires, 
police will aulamatically lay chnrge.s 
of driving without due care and 
attention, he said. That carries with it 
ab automatic six-point fine.
Hobson also warned urea 
youngsters not to throw snowballs at 
passing veliiclcs. He said police have 
received a "rash r)f complaints of 
cracked windshields” frpm 
snowballs,
“I appreciate their (youngsters) 
cxhuberance,” Hobson said, but 
cautioned police will take in- 
vc.stigaiive action wherever pos,sibk 
and will contemplate charges of 
wilful damage and mischief against 
anyone throwing snowballs at 
pussing inuiuiists.
He also asked youngsters to be 
careful while on local roads. He said 
a number of complaints have been 
received about youngsters on the 
roadway In front of vehicles, 
f’nntlnued on Page 2
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d'- FAMILY RESTAURANT 
\ OPEN DAILY 11 A.M
FINE CANADIAN i 
CHINESE FOOD 
omi (N OP jt^Ki out 
8 12 Verdier Ave. 






___ Cav'S. A Week




Spec^cfixtnj ir. Chineit 
5 Csrods’cn
0'''^ W.Oh Tr-ViTt, f . WIDNitAl 
Ti.Sa, <• . J - i_ir. 
SUHDiv i'
Deliver)' witn r^ini-njrn cirae-
2A93 Bejcon Ave, 656-3944
IN-THE PUB" 
Hotel Sidney 
Seafood a: Burgers 
11 a.m. to Midnight
Sidney 
Fish & Chips










Bteelfast. Lunch & Dinnei Daily 
Sunday Brunch il;30 and 1;30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
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tC'osed iDt I'jncn Tuesday! I
Weariessay Snarosstor; j
Dirrrer ane !
Trie New Sunoey Brunun j
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 • 4fh St. , Sidney
Behirii :*h5 Prjsi Office 
— iPtCiAUZlNC iN — 
FfSH & CHIPS 
BreaUzst-lunth-dfciner
Oofrn D'C;W7,JD4vV. . 7:30 
Ccvod Synooy 






tJiCCN AV t-.StDWfV. B.C: ' .
The T^inesi in 
FamiK Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
I hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try 01 r famous salad bat 











2470 Beacon Ave. $5$-l 8-. 2
Cuisine froofotse 
Evening Dining 
from 5 p. m.
.(Oosed Tuesdoys)
Wes Soani* Rd, 
Oy.RejolOoN 














Tues. to Fri, 9 a.m. - 9 o.m. 




Where to take your wsitob^^&
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney
.A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.
THE PRAIRIE INN, corner Mt. Newion X Road 
and East Saanich Road. 656-1575.
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment 
while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave.. 
Sidney. 656-1176.
Fonzies Place every' Friday and Saturday night 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m., dance to music of the ’50s featuring 
in the Lounge, Richard King, Guitar Vocalist, 8 p.m. 
to Midnight. '
THE .M.ARINERS’ .MUSEUM — A must to see 
when in Sidney — an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located ne.xt to the Clipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
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ities have agreed to begin 
a unified upgrading of 
treatment standards 
following reports of 
unacceptable shoreline 
contamination.
Findings of a recent 
Environment Protection 
Service bacteriological 
suiwey were released at a 
Dec. 3 joint Saanich and 
peninsula meeting.
“People are becoming 
much more conscious of 
pollution and saying 
‘We are no longer 
prepared to accept that 
standard,’” Sidney 
.Mayor Norma Sealey 
said Thursday.
Sidney, Central 
Saanich and North 
Saanich were named as 
contributors to more 
than 200 pollutant 
sources on Saanich 
Peninsula’s east side.
Cost for upgrading of 
treatment standards is 
an estimated $134,000 
for Sidney, $52,000 for 
North Saanich and 
$110,000 for Central 
Saanich.
V.Tiile the peninsula is 
sew’ered, Saanich is not 
and faces an initial 
upgrading cost of $5.5 
million in a five-year 
program for Cordova 
Bay.
Upgrading of 
treatment levels would 
see the peninsula move 
from a bathing water 
standard to the much 
higher shellfish growing 
standard.
Bathing water requires 
a 200 faecal coiiform 
count per 100 mm mean 
log average while the 
shellfish standard is 14 
faecal per 100 mm.
;VT While , rnun-y
icipaliiies may be in 
agreement on up­
grading, the method to 
achieve this is still not 
known.
“Disinfectation itself, 
of effluent, may have a 
harmful effect on 
bottom sea life,” Sealey 
said.
”If chlorination is 
indeed harmful that will 
have to be looked at very 
carefullvi’’
Sidney postal clerk Dave Weir processes yet another piece 
of Christmas mail, now up to 46,000 pieces per week, as 
Edith Smith of Third Street looks on,
Posties busy
The transit of our letters and 
parcels at Christmas time could be 
compared to a city’s daily rush hour. 
Thankfully for Sidney postal 
workers, it comes but once a year.
In November alone, Sidney post 
office processed 1,030,210 pieces of 
incoming mail. For December, that 
amount could w'ell go to 2 million 
says postmaster Bob Stevens.
“We just can’t handle it all,” he 
said Friday. So for the past tw'o 
weeks out-going letter mail has been 
sent to Victoria postal station for 
mechanized sorting.
-As long as mail is coded and 
machinable, Stevens says those 
Christmas letters should face to delay 
in arrival.
This w'eek alone, the Sidney office 
handled 46,000 pieces of letter mail.
Unfortunately, additional Christmas , 
staff won’t help matters either 
because Sidney processing mail is on 
a “knowledge” sort.
From mail bag to mailbox, it takes 
a quick hand and a good memory of 
which streets go with which carrier 
route or rural route.
On Dec. 1 a parcel pick-up was ■ 
opened on 3rd Street and Bevan 
which Stevens says helped a great 
deal.
“As you can see, we just don’t 
have any roorh,” he said. “If we had 
all the packages loo we wouldn’t be 
able to operate at all.”
Good news for the letter sender is a 
special Saturday post office opening 
Dec. 13 from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
As well, the parcel depot will be 
open on Dec. 20.
Worst is over
Continues from Page 1
; .Meanwhile, the snow created 
problems for: local businesses — 
some enjoyable and some not so 
enjoyable;' L'T-
Sidney Tire, 9817 Resthaven, 
reported its best business ever. “I’ve 
never experienced anything like it 
really,” said HankAfissers.
He said there have been line-ups of 
1’/: to two hours since Dec. 1, with 
the peak coming during Friday’s 
snowstorm. Even with the warmer 
temperatures, drivers are still lining 
up. Vissers said. But he doesn’t 
mind. “We’re not complaining.”
Someone w’ho may have been 
complaining about Friday’s snowfall 
was farmer Bill .Mar, 6095 Pat Bav
Highway. .Mar needed a helicopter to 
airlift crated carrots after two 
: tractors got stuck in the snow on his 
Martindale Road farm.
Many residents took to the local 
bus service, but there were probleni 
there. A bus on the Sidney run 
lurched into a ditch in Cordova BaV, 
resulting in a long delay for 
passengers.
Four Air Canada flights were 
cancelled from Pat Bay airport, and 
at least three Pacific Western flights, 
between Pat Bay and Vancouver and 
Seattle were delayed.
Throughout it all, municipal 
sanding and salting crews remained 
extremely busy. But despite icy 
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By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
“If people aren’t politically strong 
and absolutely determined to win, 
then I’m not going to get into it.’’
So says Victoria lawyer Felix 
Rueben who last week agreed to 
advise the newly-formed Saanich 
Inlet Preservation Society on possible 
future legal action against the 
proposed Hatch Point tank farm.
Rueben met with Cobble Hill 
residents Nov, 30 to give his “classic 
»ne-hour lecture on organization and 
exercising one’s democratic rights.’’ 
He says he left that meeting knowing 
residents were determined to stop the 
proposed tank farm.
“The Cowichan Estuary and 
Cobble Hill people are rapidly 
realizing that if 90 per cent of the 
local people are against a project it 
doesn’t mean the project will be 
stopped,’’ Rueben told The Review 
Dec. 3.
“They should therefore have some 
avenue of controlling the project's 
location.”
The Chevron proposal calls for a 
$ 10-million bulk petroleum storage 
and distribution plant on a 50-acre 
Hatch Point site in Satellite Channel, 
south of Cowichan Bay.
On Dec. '18 the Cowichan Valley 
Regional District board will consider 
third reading of a bylaw ammending 
the Cobble Hill settlement plan to 
allow tank farm development.
North Saanich council has notified 
the CVRD and municipal affairs 
ministry of North Saanich’s op­
position to the application. Central 
Saanich has also supported the 
opposition.
While residents have voiced fears 
of oil spills, heavy traffic on rural 
roads, fire and possible en­
vironmental damage. North Saanich 
Aid. Jay Rangel said Friday the “real 
issue” is increasing commercial 
traffic in Saanich Inlet.
“We are neighbors and we do 
share the Saanich Inlet — it should
be protected,” he said. Rangel favors 
the inlet becoming a marine park.
Although avenues are available for 
the calling of an environmental 
impact study, such a move is 
“ultimately up to a minister’s 
discretion” says Ken Lambertson of 
the environment ministry.
Throughout B.C., only two orders 
in council are administered. One is 
on the Fraser River and the second is 
south of Hatch Point on the 
Cowichan Estuary. Lambertson, as 
environment assessment committee 
chainnan, administers order in 
council 3339.
The order provides for a man­
datory impact assessment study for 
every proposed development within 
the Cowichan-Koksilah Estuary.
Although any environmental 
damage iii the Hatch Point area 
could affect the Cowichan Estuary, 
Lambertson says he has no influence 
over Hatch Point development.
“If an oil slick flows in there, the 
order in council can’t do anything 
about it — too late by that time 
anyway,” Lambercsen said.
“Hatch Point is one of the few 
remaining potential industrial sites in 
the lower southeast Vancouver Island 
area — whether or not it should be 
developed as. a tank farm, log 
handling site or off-loading facility 
— it’s hard to say which I would 
prefer.”
While declining to voice a personal 
opinion on the proposed develop­
ment, Lambertsen said 
“professionally” he is concerned 
about the close proximity of tank 
farms to water bodies.
“If a southeast wind was to ac­
company a Hatch Point oil spill the 
Cowichan Estuary would be 
devastated.”
If the amending bylaw receives 
third reading, it goes to Municipal 
Affairs Minister Bill Vander Zalm 
for approval. On return it must get 






Three of four men 
charged in the Nov. 19 
seizure of 43 ounces of 
heroin in Central 
Saanich applied for bail 
Friday in Victoria 
provincial court — and 
two were successful.
Patrick Snyder, 35, of 
Surrey was released on 
his own recognizance 
and $25,000 cash or one 
or jwo sureties. Kiril 
Mazurek, 29, of 
Montreal was also 




Kenneth Page of North 
Vancouver, temporarily 
sitting in Victoria, 
denied bail to Steven 
Bramwell, 31, of 
Edmonton.
Snyder, Mazurek, 
Bramwell and 32-year- 
old William Leander 
Joseph Snyder, 2042 
Haidey, are jointly 
charged with conspiracy 
to traffic in heroin.
All except Mazurek 
are also jointly charged 
with conspiracy to 
import heroin.
All four were 
remanded until 
yesterday (Tuesday) to 




Mel Baldwin of 2183 
Meilaview has been re­
elected to a third two- 
year term as Sidney 
volunteer fire depart­
ment chief.
Captain Doug Jones 
also ran for the position 
at Thursday’s general 
meeting.
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We’re still trying
Last year, a few weeks before 
Christmas, this paper appealed for toys 
and donations for those among us w'ho 
are in want, especially at this time of 
year. That appeal was not a success. We 
wound up with a few bo.xes of toys, a 
small donation of food, but in terms of 
people giving it was a dismal failure.
But we’re trying again this year. This 
time we’re asking for money and food 
only — no toys or clothes. We’re 
working in conjunction with Sidney 
Lions and Victoria Christmas Bureau to 
provide some Christmas cheer to those 
who need it on the peninsula and on the 
Indian reser%'es.
Judging by the contributions to date, 
though, we have a sinking feeling that 
this appeal will also be a failure. In total, 
%ve have a S25 cheque, S5 in dimes and a 
gift cenificate — and nothing in the 
large box in our front office -for 
donations of food.
Why should this appeal fail? Why is it 
so difficult for people in the peninsula 
communities to give?
We know there are many households 
where there’s a need to stretch every 
dollar to sur\ive but there are many, 
many others Who would never miss a gift 
of S5, SIO, S20 or even SI00.
of food? If
every family gave just one item of food
— a can of fruit, yegetables, fish or 
meaty Sor a Christmas cake, cookies,
nuts,Tfuitvr— we’d be able to iRU a dozen 
boxes.
Sidney Lions Club hds a team of 
people and trucks standing'by to deliver 
food anil cash to those people whose 
Christmas — without some kind of help
— will be nothing short of sad and 
miserable.
This week Sidney Review staff will be 
making their contributions, helping to 
swell the food baskets, and adding to 
those money donations. Please join with 
us in helping to make Christmas better 
for those less fortunate than ourselves.
Our office on 3rd Street, Sidney, will 
be open for donations until noon, Dec.
Too little, too late Assistance gratifying
Grateful thanks
The players and e.xecutive of the Saanich 
Peninsula Soccer Club convey their gratitude for 
your support in providing a draw prize for the 
first annual soccer dance which was held recently.
The assistance we received from the peninsula 
business community was gratifying indeed and 
proved once again that significant community 
enterprises consider minor sports to be very 
important.
Siumkb Pcnlnjula Soccer Qub
I read with some interest of the announced 
plans from North Saanich council to carry out 
“ensironmental studies” on the proposed marina 
expansion on the Bob Wright projjerty in North 
Saanich. Unfonunately though, my hopes were 
dashed when I read funher to find that all we are 
getting at this time is a “paner review” by 
someone, somewhere in the provincial depart­
ment of the environment.
The provincial minister, Mr. Rodgers, ap­
parently cannot at this time promise that his so- 
called ‘‘phase 11’’, the Study itself, can be done 
owing to his department’s ‘‘current com­
mitments”. (The ministry' is no doubt up to it's 
neck in the effluent from the sewage treatment 
plants they’ve been party to!)
Ra.iher discouraging to see our federal en­
vironment e.xpert on Nonh Saanich council - 
.Mderman Comford - accepting this. He of aU 
people should he aware that a physical en­
vironmental impact study, paid for by the 
proponent normally, (to criteria estabhshed by 
the federal, provincial government, and sup­
plemented, if deemed necessary, by municipal 
guidelines), is normally done preliminary to any 
marina proposals.
I know of where the developer went to con­
siderable expense to have such studies done 
before even going near council, In this complex 
area 1 would venture that one is probably looking 
at a two-year study just to establish the baseline 
data bank alone - what one asks, is going to 
happen here if the spring deadline is adhered to?
My support is with Mayor Sherwood on this 
one - if council has to pay for proper studies, then 
so be it - the ramifications of e.xpansion in this 
area, and in particular on this propeny, have been 
taken too lightly for too long in my estimation. 
Quite apart from the environmental con­
siderations, the bird sanctuary and the wildlife 
alone make this one of the few remaining areas of 
outstanding natural beauty left on the peninsula, 
It appears to me though, that a snow job is in the 
making in accommodating a developer yet again 
at the expense of all else.
C.R.Ward 
10775 .McDonald Park Road 
Sidney
Over the past few months we, at the Central 
Saanich Boys and Girls Club, have been amazed 
and truly appreciative of the community suppon 
and volunteer efforts directed towards the 
renovation of the old firehall on East Saanich 
Road.
Through these combined efforts we have been 
able to provide the community with a facility 
from w'hich to centre youth oriented activities.
The Central Saanich Boys and Girls Qub wish 
to gratefully, acknowledge these community 
minded members who have donated their; time, ; 
materials and expenise in support of youth ac­
tivities in the community. Many than’KS go to 
Butler .B.rps.', Terry ■Tribe: Floorcoverings, 
Brow-nsey, ahd;Girardeau, Cenral Saanich Lions 
: Club, GWG Rehtals, Dawson Electric, v-olunteer 
fire department. Bill Howie, Mr. and Mrs. 
McBride, Shawnigan Floor Covering, Royal 
Jubilee Hospital, Stan Cook, Mr.Duyuestyn, the- 
senior w’ork activity program, municipality of 
Central Saanich and their employees. Central 
Saanich advisory committee, members and 
families of the Boys’ and Girls’ Club and special 
mention should be made on behalf of Ray 
Lamont, who realized the facilities potential and 
initiated the negotiations with council for the use 
of the community.
Central Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Qub
Appreciative
1 w ant to take this opportunity to thank you for 
printing the article I gave you in regards to our 
"Parable Puppet" presentation. We really 
appreciate your willingness to print such stories as 
community events. 1 applaude you for fulfilling 
the function of a truly community paper.
1 was also impressed at the size of the article 
and the scope of coverage. 1 have no doubts that 
the appearance of the article contributed greatly 
to the success of the programme.
Tom Gardner, pastor,
Sidney Church of the Foursquare Gospel, 
9925.5th St.
If
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60 YF.ARS AGO: From the Dec. 9,1920, Issue 
of The Review.
A large cast iron range has been installed in the 
ba,«;ment of the North Saanich school on Centre 
Road for the convenience of the scholaj.s, most of 
whom bring their lunches. The stove is large 
enough to warm a gCKxl many cans of milk, ccKoa 
or tea, and the children will now be able to have a 
warm drink with their lunches.
Miss E. Moses of Deep Cove spent the weekend 
at Fulford. She was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
P.C. Mollct, Valley Road.
40 YEAiRS AGO: From the Dec. 11. 1940, 
Issue of The Review.
TTite annual general meeting of the North and 
Soufh .Agricultural Society was held in the 
Saanich Pioneer Log Cabin at Saanichton, with 
George T. Michcll again elected president.
below, and from there fell backward to the 
ground, W feet below. He was rushed to Rest 
Haven Hospital, but died while undergoing 
treatment. ' ,
20 YE^RS AGO: From the Dec, 7. 19«) issue of 
The Review.
Mr. and Mrs. \S’, Frosi, "51 Sicily’s Cross 
Road, celebrated their 53rd wedding anniversary 
Dec, 4, it ' . . i
At the end of the present month, the entire 
teaching staff of Sidney schools will vacate their 
positions and it will face scholars at the Iwginning 
of the new term.
Sidney school trustees hi^d requested the 
resignation of two of the staff Nov. 30 after 
complaint.s about their work from parents. But 
all four staff members resigned to protect 
then>$clves against the "danger of dismissal 
without stated cause and without the opportunity 
to,,defend oursclvet, agains inesponsible in* 
tcfference,”
50 YEARS AGO: From D«e. 11. WJO, hmt of 
The Review,
FULFORD -- Notwithsianding Christmas,
' spring flowers are seen blooming in several of the 
'gardens,. ,
Mrs. Henry Ruckle, of Beaver Point, ac- 
compameU her son, .Norman, and her two 
daughters, paid a visit to Victoria last SaiurSay, 
returning by ferry in the evening.
Resthaven Hospital sent forth another 
graduating class of nurses --i .-md they could 
receive a group photograph by contacting The 
Review office,
* • «
A letter was read at the Sidney Bu.sinessmen' 
$ Association meeting from a iostal resident 
complaining of the poor state of repair of certain 
wooden sidewalks in Sidney, which resulted in the 
writer being injured.
30 YEARS AGO: From (he I>cc. 6.1950, Imu* 
ofTheRevkw,
C'h.vf'les Taylor, a Victori.a steeplejack's heltw, 
fell to hb death from the tower of the aircraft 
obstruction light at Cloakc Hill between Land’s 
End iind Swara, Bay Monday. Taylor ■wa.s,em* 
pivycU, by , A.L. Mosclt) io, ,
Taylor was on a small stauway about halfway up 
the tower — between the 60 Jtnd 80-fooi level. It 
is believed he sliptx‘d and fell to the platform
While Trans-Canada .Air (forcruner of Air 
Canada) wa.s jnirodu.:ing hot me.'ils on economy 
class tr.vns-,Atlantic passenger.flights for the first 
lime. Saanich Peninsula Ml,A John Tisdale was 
recommending the opening of a new route to the 
peninsula, Tisd.a]e's route drew the support of the 
Central Saanich chamber of commerce, and 
involved linking the Trams-Canada Highway with 
Wilkinson Road.
10 \ EARS AGO: From the Dec. 9,1970, Issue of 
The Review.
Cemrx' Saanich police chief ,F,.L. Brownlee was 
chosen the Rotary Gub's citizen of the year this 
week. A n-ycar veteran of the Central Saanich 
force, BrowTilct was commended for his service to
the ■■rort'.munity. partihi* work withyomh,
Recreation referendum was as much in the 
news 10 years ago asit is today, Butin 1970it was 
a rctcreniium on a new swimmmi pool — not a 
recreatin centre.
A:, referendum on a new senior citiicns centre 
tor Resthaven Drive was also on tap,
Sun., Dec. 14
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‘‘Mary’ Had a Little Lamb 
7:30 p.m.
Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stellv's Secondary' School 1627 Stelly's Cross Rd.
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Dennis ]. Paap, Pastor 
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Office 656-2721
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On The Street I spsciMl frisnd lost
I ^ Question: How is inflation affecting your Christmas i 
1 plans? I
LEN COLLICOTT of 
Wallace Drive ... “1 think 
there’s a bit of a rake-off as 
‘far as profit goes at 
Christmas. You’ve got to 
buy things and the prices 
keep going up so next time 
around you just bargain for 
more — it’s a vicious 
circle.”
JENINE COOPER of 
1255 Verdier Avenue . . . 
“On both sides of our 
families we draw names to 
make sure everyone gets a 
couple of presents — and 
we go to his mom’s to eat.” 
Besides, she adds, “it’s not 
Christmas unless you go to 
your parent’s house.”
MIKE PROKOPOW of 
1187 Dignan Road . . . “I 
don’t go into stores 
any m o re, ’ ’ s ay s this 
student; “I’ll just have to 
be a little more selective and 
instead of buying two or 
three gifts I’ll get one well 
thought out one.”
RA Y JAGER of Mar- 
chant Road .. . “I don’t 
know, I just came in from 
Barkley' Sound. My wife 
bought all the p'tesents last 
summer when the prices 
were cheaper. ’ ’ After what 
he called the worst fishing 
season in 43 years, he’s glad 





I BARRY R/NTOUL of 
I 7775 Bruce Gordon Place 
I , . . “It’s definitely going to 
I cost me more money. No 
I matter what you cut out 
I you can’t really save 
I money.” Rintoul says his 
I family will give practical 
i gifts as well as pottery his 
wife makes,
DAWN PAUL, of Stellys | 
Cross Road . . . “I’m not I 
buying as much this year ® 
for Christmas. It’s getting 
too capitalistic so I decided 
to make things.” Although 
buying some things, Dawn 
is also making things like 






Hugh C,hirtis, Ml,A for 
Sannich and the Islands, 
will recommend to 
cabinet a furtlicr
reduction in property 
values following forecast 
of^ a snbtantial tax share 
shift. '
.A recent analysis of 
1981 actual value
projections, based on 
1980 sales, shows a 
reduction in the per­
centage of actual value 
from 14..S to 1.1 per cent 
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UNTIlfl P.M. TILL XMAS
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After a lengthy illness george Pownall, 
member of a pioneer family, died Dec. 5.
A great many people lost a special friend in 
this old time resident of North Saanich and 
Tofino. This gentle man was known far and 
wide for his wit and wisdom and his constant 
friendship.
A brilliant mind that played low-key in 
public, George attracted friends from all walks 
of life and of all ages. With a monumental 
memory and total recall he could entertain by 
the hour. So when he was ill the number of 
people who visited him were significant of his 
mark in life. They were the ones who were 
uplifted by every visit.
A navy veteran of World War II, and a man 
of wide experience, George never pretended to 
be a success in life. But he was. He meant more 
to his friends and had more to offer than most 
could appreciate. His cool courage when 
facing the greatest challenge of all was 
remarkable. He never complained and never 
explained.
Death has taken him from us but not the 
memory of a man who lived originally on a 
farm where the airport stands today, who 
established Wits End at Tofino, who married a 
loyal, devoted lady known as Terry.
The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and 
accessories
Fro/n







GIFTS of DISTINCTION 
TO SUIT ALL TASTES
Be original — give an original
2359 BG3COn Avs roiemllons *1 "1 5
Samples from our Menu
Hours 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat.




For Dining in a Cosy Atmosphere
TUES. - FRIDAY 9 am - 9 pm 
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CANADA GRADE A BEEF
MAPLE LEAFSAUSAGE *119 R'/jlll'*
OUR OWN LB, ■ 1 LQ.
SIDES $1 79LB. JL ,
HINDS $^09LB. mm
$149
Lll.; iJL ' _FRONTS
wr.lGHT LOSS IN CUTTING, TRIMMING & BONING 
IMCRfASB PRICr PFR POUNO
Sttiri' Managt'r Meal
,lr f % M M JF .MTi
MINIMUM .$l()OUI)LU
VERIT’ msa 15. SAANICU Kl». II . n
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Commission a drawing of your boat 




A SPECIAL GIFT. SUITABLE FOR FRAMING. 
STATIONERY OR CHRISTMAS CARDS.
REASONABLE RATES 
656-5333
All ® ® ® ®Alderman criticizes 
‘dumped’ project
North Saanich fire committee chairman Aid. 
Harold Parrott was criticized by a fellow 
alderman at a Dec. 1 council meeting after 
disclosing his committee had spent $6,000 on 
plans for a proposed addition to the Wain Road 
fire hall, only to dump the whole project.
Aid. Edgar Farthing called the expenditure “a 
considerable amount of money,” and questioned 
Parrott’s right to authorize such spending without 
council approval.
Parrott told council plans for the addition were 
dropped when it became apparent costs were just 
too great. Instead, the fire committee decided 
what was needed could be done within the 
framework of the present building for much less, 
Parrott said.
But Farthing demanded to know who 
authorized the $6,000 expenditure.
Mayor Eric Sherwood pointed out $17,000 had 
been set aside for the addition to upgrade the fire 
hall, and said council had authorized those funds.
But Farthing questioned spending $6,000 of a 
$17,000 budget for planning, and asked if any 
committee chairman can spend whatever is in a 
committee budget.
Parrott interjected that Farthing’s statement 
was incorrect and said it was unnecessary to imply 
any alderman spends funds without first bringing 
the issue to council.
He said the fire committee examined the ad­
dition and had funds in the budget to carry out 
that examination. ‘‘That’s sound accounting.”
Sherwood added the issue had been reported in 
committee minutes.
Parrott said the costs simply kept escalating 
and the committee backed out after realizing the 
expense.
He was supported by Aid. Dermid Bingham, a 
fire committee member, who said the total figure 
for the plans was a surprise. If we had known it 
was going to be that much we certainly would 
have brought it to council, he said.
Tmining centre approved
A Selection of Hand Sewn Fabric 
Items around Christmas Theme 
and Fabric Gifts for Children
Including: decorations, hoHsi place 
mats, Ginger Boy aprons, b'ee 
shirts, kids backpacks, fabric 
houses, etc.
Work Shop open from December 
11th at 10 a.m. daily. 911 
Stelly’s Cross Road, Brentwood 
Bay.
A proposed firefighting training centre ad­
jacent to Wain Road fire hall for joint use by the 
B.C. Ferry Corp. and North Saanich volunteer 
firemen has been given approval in principle by 
North Saanich council.
Council will now enter into negotiations with 
the ferry corporation over the facility.
Fire committee chairman Aid. Harold Parrott 
told council Dec. 1 the ferry corporation is very 
interested in the facility — planned as a mock-up 
of a ferry.
However, Aid. Jim Camming expressed
New trustee heads
reservations about any agreement, pointing out if 
the ferry corporation builds on municipal land, it 
may feel it has a claim to that property.
Camming also said if the ferry corporation can 
afford a ship mock-up facility it can afford more 
than 60-cents a day for protection.
North Saanich currently receives only $150 a 
year — or 60-cents a day — for providing fire 
protection for the Swartz Bay ferry terminal.
Mayor Eric Sherwood said council should 
explore renting the training centre to the ferry 
corporation.
committee
phy’s experience and we could all improve the 
system whereby the board communicates with the 
public,” Kristianson said at Monday’s regular 
meeting. ::
; Also in Monday business:
. “After .lengthy discussion' of merits of Van­
couver’s Four Seasons Hotel versus George Inn in 
Qualicum versus Canadian Princess in Ucluelet, 
trustees agreed to hold a three-day .trustee- 
principal seminar at George Inn Feb. 6 to 8.
“The average Saanich homeowner will spend an 
estimated $120 in education taxes, according to 
just-released provincial education cost figures.
•Trustees agreed to inform teachers that where 
possible, non-instructional days should not be 
held on either Mondays or Fridays. Trustee Ruth 
Walsh said parents were concerned that in-school 
programs and staff workshops were becoming 
long weekends.
Of the 41 days applied for by district schools, 
33 are for Mondays or Fridays.
•Parent volunteers are being sought to 
supervise Lowe Road and East Saanich Road 




BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS 
November Speclall
Effective; Monday through Friday 
'F’per hour OFF USUAL RATE
652-1014
(Bottom of V-'erdier, beside Ferry Dock)
HAVE BREAKFAST % 
WITH SANTA
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with VANCOUVER ISLAND HELICOPTER 
on Saturday, December 13th at 11:00 A.M.
in front of the
HAVE YOUR PANCAKE 
BREAKFAST WITH HIM
ViaORIA AIRPORT
*2.00 for the kids
^3.00 for the adults
a
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STEAK, LOBSTER & 
KING CRAB LEGS
Broilftd to Porfeotlon 
compDmontid with 
Gr^elk Sakd, Bitkod Potato,
Hot Butter Sauce, Gertie Bread, 
Bictava (Greek Detiert)
With Christmas approaching, Sidney works crew spent Dec. 
3 decorating Sidney streets. Pictured is crew member Vern 
Cruickshank.
Gillain Manor
Sidney council gave its support to 
Gillain Treatment Centre for 
alcoholism Monday night and 
requested a letter bersent to the 
provincial government asking it to 
“follow through on a financial 
commitment which was promised in 
January of 1980,” according to Aid. 
Howard Norquayi J ;
‘‘They were told They would get 
assistance and I think the treatment 
centre is certainly worthy of this 
financial commitment,” he said.
Gillain is now a registered non­
profit foundation and became such 
in September 1979 when its status 
changed from a limited company.
Soon after that provincial Health 
Minister Rafe Mair promised 
financial assistance based on an 
amount of $56,86 a day per patient 
providing that the patient was 
referred from the Alcohol and Drug
Commission.
‘‘The very fact that the centre had 
changed its corporate structure was 
news to me,” said Aid. Stan Barn- 
ford.“It is providing a non-profit 
service to the community and is 
worthy of our support .
In an interview with The Review, 
Gillain programme director Df. Ce'cil,^ 
Brown explained that when Gillain’ 
changed its corporate structure there . 
were also internal changes made.
“At that time we made ad­
ministrative and conceptual 
changes,” he said.
,, ‘‘Our image as a luxurious facility 
for executives with gourmet meals 
and surroundings has changed. We 
do not restrict our entry in any way.”
‘‘We try to offer superior service 
and excellent therapy in treatment 
alone,” he said flatly.
in his inaugural addre.s.s Monday 
Central Saanich Mayor Dave Hill 
asked that council work together as a 
team toward a future of increasing 
growth pressures.
Welcoming in-coming aldermen 
Ron Cullis and Trevor Jones, Hill 
told council ‘‘historically our council 
has always worked closely together to 
preserve our quality of life in Central 
Saanich” and recalled councils 30 
years ago who had ‘‘the insight to 
develop restrictive zoning bylaws 
which saved the rural character and 
farmlands.
"But just like those past councils, 
wc today have to he forward in our 
thinking and look ahead 20, 30, 50 
years and ask ourselves, Will Central 
Saanich remain a beautiful and 
pastoral municipality?"
Hill said it will retain its character 
if council works as a team and i« 
dedicated to adherring to the 
community plan.
As well, Hill thanked all 
municipality staff for their work in 
the community and extended a 
special thanks to the volunteer fire 
department •— “second to none in 
B.C."
Committee chairmen announced 
for the coming year are:, en­
vironment-legislative - Ruth Arnaud, 
finance - Trevor Jones, parks and 
recreation • Ron Cullis, public svorks 
- Dick Sharpe, sewer and water - 
Earle Tabor, subdivision zoning - 
George McFarlane, fire - Enrlc 
Tabor, health and welfare ■ Ruth' 
Arnaud, libiary - Earle Tabor and 
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Licencce
to cost more
All business licences 
issued by the Town of 
Sidney will cost more in 
1981 following an 
amendment given third 
reading at Monday’s 
council meeting. The 
amendment will be 
adopted soon and will 




No damage was 
reported in a small fire 
4;30 p.m. Salutd>t> ,u 
the Seventh Day 




Sidney council will be giving serious con­
sideration to installation of a storm drain system 
in the Maryland subdivision in 1981 following' 
discussion of the problem at Monday night’s 
council meeting.
In other council news:
•The schedule for provision of change rooms in 
Iroquois Park wa.s advanced for construction as 
soon as possible. ?.
•Sidney courcil advised Sidney and North 
Saanich Garden Club that the town considers its 
present participation in gardening activitie.s to be 
adequate,
•Mayor Norma bcaicy commended the "line 
job" done by the town Parks Department in 
turning the Memorial Rose Garden on Resthaven 
Drive into a "showpiece,"
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Vancouver Canucks appear to have erased 
some memories with their fine play this season. 
There were only two winning seasons in their first 
decade, the better one producing only 86 points 
from 80 games, yet when their record this year 
was 13-7-5 newspaper stories on successive days 
informed “Vancouver Canucks, • enjoying their 
most successful NHL season in several year- 
s. . I guess so. . .the first world series telecast 
was in 1947 with the rights sold for S65,000, 
which is about the price of a 30-second com­
mercial these days. . . inflation has done the 
same thing to curling with rocks which cost about 
$60 a pair 25 years ago now costing $700 a pair. 
And the cost for rocks which have been shipped 
back to Scotland for reconditioning is $400 a pair. 
The Victoria Curling Club beat that by $50 a pair 
by getting its order in early but the reconditioned 
rocks it will have for next season were still an 
almost $25,000 item. . . guard Wade Key of the 
Philadelphia Eagles was made to sound just a bit 
vague when his lawyer filed a grievance against 
the club which claimed that the reason he wasn’t 
retained on the roster was “because of injuries to 
a number of areas on his body’’ . . . the Nationals 
Football League will be happy indeed if the Super 
Bowl game can match the suspense and ex­
citement of last Thursday’s showdown between 
Pittsburgh Steelers and Houston Astros. 
Although it didn’t produce a touchdown, it was 
real fan fare. And there had to be regret at the 
defeat of the Steelers, a truly professional club 
which had ruled with championship class. . .Ken 
Dobson is being accused, and with cause, of 
acting more like a new father than the grand­
father he became earlier this month. The man 
about sport at CFAX has been, it must be ad­
mitted, sounding just a mite boastful. Even w'hen 
announcing it to grandfathers of long stan­
ding. . . lineman Alan Page, a long-time stalwart 
with the Minnesota Vikings, has a thought- 
provoking opinion of violence in sport. “It makes
me think not only about my own value system in 
that I’m out there, a part of it, but also of the 
values of a society that comes to watch it. It’s 
interesting that we as a society should stop dog­
fighting and cock-ficock-fighting and promote 
violence when people do it.’’
* * «
Neil Lomax does the quarterbacking for 
Portland State University but he could be the first 
choice in the next National Football League draft 
because he almost always comes up with at­
tention-getting performance. In the 105-0 rout of 
Delaware Slate, for instance, Lomax played only 
eight minutes and 27 seconds but he threw eight 
touchdown passes, seven in the first quarter, and 
scored on a 13-yard run . . . the score wasn’t even 
close to a U.S. college football record, which 
could be that 222-0 horror inflicted by Georgia 
Tech many years ago. . . Boston Bruins are 
struggling this season but they would be far worse 
off if it wasn’t for two of hockey’s best trades. 
They brought Peter McNab and Rick Middleton 
in exchange for the now-retired Ken Hodge and 
Andre Savard, who is still with Buffalo 
Sabres. . . Per-Olav Brasar is having one of his 
better years but Vancouver Canucks were 
reaching a bit in suggesting it was good enough to 
bring him the Lady Byng Trophy. Among the 
many who would have to be rated ahead of Brasar 
are Marcel Dionne, Mike Bossy, Wayne Gretzky, 
Dennis Maruk and Guy Lafleur. . . Tulsa Drillers
probably started something with their decision to 
sell advertising “spots” to raise money for 
needed new artificial turf for their stadium. The 
cost for each playing field spot will be $32,5CX) 
and the deal is for 10 years, the projected life of 
the $325,000 rug. . . the U.S. decision to boycott 
the Olympic Games has left the U.S. Olympic 
Committee further in debt thtui would have been 
the case if the U.S. had competed. The fund 
drive, suspended when the boycott was an­
nounced, fell $9 million short of its goal and the 
USOC spent a considerable amount on special 
competitions set up to ease the disappointment of 
missing the Olympics. . . relief-pitcher Tug 
•McGraw of the Philadelphia Phillies, a blithe 
spirit who received a big raise because of his 
world series performance, says he will probably 
spend 90 per cent of his salary' on whisky, women 
and good times and waste the other 10 per cent. 
His nickname, it’s said, came when he was still 
being breast-fed. He was inclined to be en­
thusiastic at meal time and his fond mother 
referred to him as “My little tugger.”
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS of the National 
Basketball Association set up an interesting 
situation when, as aware of his huge salary as his 
physical problems, they took out insurance on 
Bill Walton’s ability to play. They’re now seeking 
$1.25 million in compensation and there’s a
problem because no precedent exists. Insurance 
of this type has often been taken out on race 
horses, and when settlement is made the insuring 
company, usually Lloyds of London, gains 
possession of the animal, if alive, and attempts to. 
get at least part of its money back through 
breeding. However, that doesn’t seem at all 
possible in this case. . . there are many can­
didates for the National Football League’s most- 
valuable-player award but none can rate higher 
than quarterback Brian Sipe of the Cleveland 
Browns. . . Jack Glover, very much part of the 
group which started the Victoria Racquet Club, 
has been pardoned and transferred back to 
Victoria after 10 years of exile in Calgary . . . 
don’t forget the National Football League 
telecast on Saturday, Dec. 20. It will shO‘^^‘he 
game without play-by-play announcer or com­
mentator, and while the experiment may be 
carrying things a bit far, it has every chance to be 
an improvement. At the least, it could result in 
something between silence and what we have been 
getting that would be acceptable . . . North 
Saanich council has put the final approval on 
Sunday racing at Sandown, and there has been 
further good news for standard bred-operator 
Jim Keeling. in that he has so far been able to 
keep construction on schedule. And then there 
was a new single-day high of $524,995 at his 
Cloverdale operation on Nov. 29. And despite 
discouraging weather there were at least 100 
Victoria-area bettors on hand to contribute to the 
record total. . . Conrad Dobler, a tough guy who 
has often been referred to as the meanest player in 
the National Football League, is worried about 
the image he is getting because the clubs he plays 
for are usually successful. “When 1 was with St. 
Louis they said that was a Cinderella team, 
“Dobler complained. “Then when 1 went to New 
Orleans they said that was a Cinderella team and 
now they’re calling Buffalo a Cinderella team. I 








play with another round 
of wins this past week.
At Mount Newton 
Dec. 2 Saanichton 
midget girls defeated 
Sidney 37-10 and 
Saanichton midget boys
took on Brentwood for a 
big win 53-14. Top 
Saanichton scorers were 
Richard Takama, R. 
Derosario and Mike 
Hayes.
In same-day play, 
Brentwood pre-midget 
boys upset Saanichton
20-14. Greg Elvedahl led 
Brentwood with 12 
points.
Dec. 3 play at Cor­
dova Bay saw 
Saanichton White pre­
midget girls defeat 
Sidney 8-0 and Cordova 
Bay midget girls outplay
Brentwood 28-13.
Saanich Peninsula 
teams meet tonight at 
Cordova Bay com­
munity hall and Friday 
at Brentwood com­
munity hall. Games start 
at 6:45 p.m.
Snow cancels
Island Youth Soccer Association clubs suffered 
another setback to their 1980/81 schedule this 
weekend when snow forced the cancellation of yet 
another slate of games.
The teams have found it difficult to play 
regularly scheduled contests — initially because 
of the rain — and recently because of snow.
Local rugby squads are in much the same boat, 
having their games cancelled on the weekend as 
well.
Placings Overall
Sunday Series, November 30th 
/ T Dark Horse: ■ 6. Dystocia
2; Auriga 7. Tsonqua -
q;3,. Collateral: :X ; 8. Quintango \ 
/■'4';;Pacific Gold ILf /;; 9. W 








After a fish has struck your line and you’ve put 
the engine in neutral don’t make.the mistake of 
letting the rod go horizontally as you take it out 
• of the rod holder. Keep the rod in an upright 
position as it acts as a shock absorber v/hen it 
bends as the fish tugs on the line, but .when the 
rod is horizontal, the only thing that can give is ; 
the line,, and that'frequently resuifs in lost fish,’
. tackle, and;peace of mind;
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE u.
Factory Authorized Service Shop
MERCRUISER and OMC
18-20% e
OFF WHEN YOU 
REPOWER YOUR BOAT 
SALE ENDS DEC. 30/80 ^
656-1221
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon. ■ Fri, 9-5 Sat. - Sun. 9"2 
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
^hdb whvU marim
and used » sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(cornec Hardour Rd, & Resthavenl
FULFORD HARBOUR
Tlmc.s Shown are “Standard’T lnH'.s”
'IVoriif'.y dcillcr
■656-.58,32'^ ’
Date Time Ft, Time IT, Time Ft. Time Ft,
Dec. 11 Thu. tX)35 1,4 0855 11,3 1430 8.8 1725 9.1
Dec. 12 Fri. 0110 1,8 0935 11.4 1545 8.4 1810 8,6
Dec. 13.Sni, 0155 2,5 \m 11.5 1645 7,8 1940 8.1
Dec. 14 Sun. 0245 L4 1045 11.5 1735 6.9 2130 7.6
Dec. 15 Mon. 0.3.15 4,4 1120 11,4 1825 5,8 2315 7.6
Dec. 16Tuc. CM40 5.6 1200 11.4 1910 4.7
Dec. 17 Wed, 0120 8.1 0550 6,7 1215 11,3 1945 3.5
Canoe Cove Marina Ltd








Handcrafted locally and available in 
our Paint & Hardware Store which 
is open till 4:30 seven days a week.




41' Canoe Cove Sports 
Sedan, 3208 Cats,
. Ifenerator, auto pitot, dou- 
bte stateroom'forward & 
many e«tr«.
Duo to activity on resale boats wo are short of listings and have clients In­
terested In purchasing. Listings of ali sizes required.
Canoe Cove Yacht Sales
656-5711
2300 Canoo Cove Road 
(Next to the Ferry Terminal) 
Open seven days 656-3915
TTte Safest Most Economical 17 ft. Launch On The Water
:y: Tlf$03OKVM,pALiy
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® WUNl hRIZh your Marine mmor now 
® Dry land storaj’c and haul outs 
• .Aiuhori.-:cd repair shop tor
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Mcrcruiser
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-702,3
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Royal Oak’s first win
Two third period goals pulled Royal Oak Inn 
into a 4-4 draw with Shelbourne Texaco this 
week, giving the Inn its first point of the season in 
Sidney men’s recreational hockey.
Dennis Omelchenko led the scoring parade for 
the Inn with a pair of markers. Brian Lahue and 
Larry Bednarz each chipped in single goals.
Four different marksmen accounted for the 
Texaco scoring Don Bayford, Ed McNabb, John 
Koot and Ted Pobran. Bayford also added a 
single assist.
Shelbourne grabbed tm early 2-0 lead and led 3- 
2 at the end of 40 minutes, before Royal Oak 
evened the match in the final frame.
The night before Sidney Freight rallied for four 
final period markers en route to a 7-5 victory over 
a tenacious Travelodge club.
Kerry Lewis paced Frieght with four points on
two goals and as many assists. Rick Baines added 
a goal and two assists, while Dave Sparling, Ross 
Anderson, Kerry Blain and Rob Smith all rippled 
the net once.
Travelodge shared its goal scoring with Steve 
Thorpe, Mike Miller, Ken Poskett, Ron Russell, 
and Brian Coward each picking up single goals. 
Poskett also added a pair of assists, while Thorpe 
helped set up one goal.
Travelodge jumped to a 1-0 lead in the opening 
period, and both teams scored three goals in the 
middle frame, giving Travelodge a slim 4-3 
margin at the end of two periods.
But Freight’s four goals in the last period 
overpowered Travelodge and proved enough for 
the win.
Despite a three-goal performance from Ken 
Norbury, Hotel Sidney still dropped its Sunday 
night game to Travelodge by a 7-4 margin.
/ MR. ONE HOm 
DRY CLEANERS




Wo Can Still Have Them 
Ready For Christmas
AUTHORIZED Perfect Pleat
Drapery Cleaner — guaranteed
length
and soft decorator roll finishing
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
S am to 6 pm
l-HOUR USVICI 
MK>M 9 am • 3 pm DAILY652-3410
20% OFF TO SENIOR CITIZENS 
ON REGUUR DRY CLEANING
Parkland's Carol Pendray sets up front 
line spike during Vancouver Island junior 
girls volleyball championships at the North 
Saanich school over weekend. Parkland 
took game against Cowichan and finished 
fifth overall.
lifts That Say SMI mmilO. 24tli
lirFf ilffistiiis
Agrarians All Year iiind!
return
After a four-year absence, the peninsula-based 
Agrarian Rugby Club is ready to return home to 
Sidney.
The club - which boasts a total of 50 members 
on three teams ranging in age from juniors (19 
years and under) to 32 years - wants to begin 
playing its home games at the new Iroquois Park 
off 5 th Street near the sewage disposal station.
In fact, the club played its first home game in 
this area in some time at the new park Nov. 29 
against Royal Roads, however, changing rooms 
and showers are needed before the club can call 
Sidney home once again.
But that shouldn’t be a problem, according to 
Sidney council. Council agreed at its Nov. 24 
meeting that changing and shower facilities are 
needed, and will take a look at an offer from the 
ru^by club to help with construction.
In a letter to council, .club manager J.A.H., 
Poole, called Iroquois Park “the best rugby field 
on the Saanich Peninsula. . . We are extremely 
plSased with it, and the only thing lacking is 
changing and shower facilities, which are a must 
for rugby.”
The club currently uses Parkland school to 
change and shower. Poole suggested the existing 
house by the tennis courts be remodelled into 
change rooms and a club house, including a 
‘‘small community lounge”.
But Aid. Ross Martin balked at the inclusion of 
a lounge and a club house used solely by the rugby 
club.
He said a club house would have to be open to 
all peninsula athletic groups using the park, while 
a lounge for rugby players wouldn’t be possible.
The municipality should caution against any 
one group having a particular claim on the field 
and facilities, he said.
Aid. Glen McMillan noted the Peninsula 
Soccer Club has expressed an interest in the 
playing field.
. But Mayor Norma Sealey pointed out the 
clubhouse was mentioned as a general club house. 
She thanked the club for its offer to help with 
construction and said council would consider it in 
committee.
Martin added that council has a five-year plan 
for the new park, with a club house included in 
that plan, but he wasn’t sure when renovations to 
the existing house would take place,
Martin suggested the municipality and club 
investigate the possibility of a mobile changing 
facility as a temporary measure.
Club spokesman Ed Lubeck explained the club 
was not trying to “gel dig.s into that park for 
exclusive use”, but had the resources ready to 
help wiTcn renovations get underway.
' 't\i
HAWK TEST HOLLYWOOD : griffin::
SPARKPLUG BAR TYPE^^^
TUNE KIT CLEANER ROOF RACKS










After dropping its 
opening game of the 
1980/81 season, Stclly’.s 
senior girls basketball 
squad came back to 
score back-to-back 
victories lost week.
Heather Gill paced the 
Stelly’s girls with 11 
points in a Dec. 2 
season-opening 57-32 
loss to Oak Bay. Coach 
Peter Mason said the 
girls didn’t play loo 
badly in their first game 
agalii.st a lougl) A A 
school — Stelly's l.s in 
the A league.
Stellv’s improved 
again.si Spectrum — 
another A A school — 
and came out on the 
winning end of a .54-39
score. Lorna Mosher led 
all scorers with an 
amazing 16 points.
"Wc played well,” 
commented Mason, 
particularly Mosher who 
was "superb” on both 
offence and defence.
Stelly’s captured its 
third game against Gulf 
Island Secondary of Salt 
Spring, 29-24 but not 
without some difficulty. 
The local squad was 
down by two points, 14- 
12 at half, but held Gulf 
Island to only 10 points 
in the second half to take 
thewdn.
Sicily's travels up 






natiory ap«i.itqi) solid sl.iifl digital 
clock, dir.pl.iyr, lino and dam Can 
Iw mouniod on d,iriirni taken 





PETERSEN BIG BOOK OF AUTO 
REPAIR, 1981 EDITION
Save and save again! $3.00 off and $2.00 back with 




Mechanic’s croopor with 













Balder 6 inch heavy duty 






Saddle blanket style truck 
cover. 100% oltnin multi'







I'Ploco spark plug socket 
sol. fits all spark plugs, 




6” WOOD VICE EXTRA STRONG DIE-CAST 
ALUMINUM 1900
With pads .... . . Without pads, . .
21 PIECE 1/4” and 3/8”
DRIVE SOCKET SET
SAE SIZES. WSK21...... ................ .. , ., . , . . .....
SPORTSMAN’S HATCHET
Strong head, tubular handle, non-slip rubber grip. 9003.,,,, '^9^ aach
LOCKWRENCH KIT
1 -5 inch, 1 -10 inch lock wrench. LWK5-10., , , , ..........
mi
Ail.iiiii'.pii ilniii. dif. .tv.iii.tliii' iimirTi'ii". i.v.l • irr M'li M'liti n.i' f.irpi '..(ir giirtriiilii". ,ii( iiiminilVi‘i.1 itnO Md’dft t,ndr(^(> al 'fUiM 'luHr*. 'di(i|i Jl M'fni' !i4,rtlir'fiii
Bumper to Bumper Location; 
Andy’s Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney
Tot: 656’"7281 Localty ownod & oporated
By Andy and Joyce
■L, "
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Knights get turkeys
Some 15 people took Christmas turkey bingo won by Mrs. S. Ross, 
turkeys home after held Dec. 4 at Victory 9690 - 5th Street, Sidney, 
attending the annua'l Lodge. Proceeds of bingo games




WED., DEC. 17, 3-5 pm
Drop In, have some 
Refreshments and 
Take Out some Oreat 
Books for the 
Holidays!
Winner of 
The Lion’s Club 400












9786' - 2nd Street 656«753i 
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA “A"
BEEF FB®I^TS........................................
BREMEB STEMETTESsoz.....................
E^SLISH STYLE BAiiSEBS .....................
Sliced......... . .............. ...........................
^EWY®i^ STEMS...............................
FRiiliR PACKS AVAILABLE





A fire that broke out at 2 a.m. Dec. 6 in a 
Sidney apartment caused an estimated $5,000 
damage but although two persons were sleeping in 
the apartment at the time, there were no injuries.
Sidney lawyer Jim Robertson said he was away 
from his home at 9843 Marina Court, 2nd 
Avenue, when the fire occurred. His son Daryl, 
17, was asleep in his bedroom and a friend of 
Robertson’s, John Barna of Victoria, who was 
staying overnight because of bad weather, was 
asleep in another bedroom.
Robertson said Daryl woke up and smelt 
smoke. He opened his bedroom door, saw smoke 
in the hallway, closed his door and let himself out 
onto the balcony, walked along and came in 
through the living room where the fire was raging.
Robertson said his son attempted to put out the 
flames but without success. Daryl ended up 
jumping from the balcony of the second floor 
apartment block and was unhurt.
Barna, who’d slept through all the excitement 
and was still asleep in bed, was rescued by Ron 
Parkinson, a tenant in the same apartment block, 
who broke into the bedroom, hoisted Barna over 
his shoulder and carried him 150 feet through 
dense smoke to safety.
RCMP Const. Kim Westberg said Tuesday 
Parkinson “made the effort” to rescue Barna 
“without concern for his owm safety.”
The fire is assumed to have started in a stereo. 
Records and a carpet were burned and smoke 
damage is extensive. Robertson said.
Computers
YOUM CEOWW LIFE TEAM ON THE 
■ SAANICH PENINSULA 
Serving Sidhei;, North & Central Saanich
HANK KOERTS
Res. 656-4339 . 
Bus. 385-9756
»<^Residents of the 
Peninsula
(^Active in Community 
Affairs
j^Over 35 years 
experience in 




® Accident/Sickness Insurance 
® Personal Insurance Planning ® Employment Benefit Plans 
® Mortgage Insurance ©Annuities
® Business Insurance ; ®R.R.S.P./D.P:S.P.
Saanich school district 
will purchase an ad­
ditional seven Apple II 
computer systems for 
school and board office 
use.
At Monday’s regular 




the additions in view of 
“a clear need for 
computer courses and 
computer; familliar- 
ization” in secondary 
schools.
PRE-miSTMAS SALE
PBICES 11^ EFFECT FBOfUl DEC. lOth - i7th
BOXED
STATIONERY


















Total cost for the 
seven complete units is 
$19,705. The district 
presently operates three 
Apple computers in 
secondary schools, one 
at Royal Oak purchased 
by the school and four 
units on rental used in 
elementary and middle 
schools.
While questioning the 
need and potential for 
computer knowledge in 
elementary grades, the 
computer committee 
says there is scope for 
com p u t e r assisted 
learning “particularily 
enrichment and possibly 
those yritli, difficulties.”
As well, The; com­
mittee sees potential 
administrative use in the 
schools in such areas as 
attendance and records.
Mary Anderson with brightly colored frog at Peninsula Community Association 
Christmas fair Saturday in Sanscha Hall.
club reudies
A herring sale — sponsored - by 
CKDA/CFMS Good Samaritan Fund and the 
Junior Service League of Victoria takes place 
Saturday . and Sunday at Oakland Fisheries 
Ltd., 630 Montreal Street with all proceeds to 
go to community projects.
Customers are promised a fast and efficient 
service—- herrings will even be filleted 
mechanically, the league promises.
season
1 CARTOON1 MOTIF dllliri $2.15 special'*1“
1 CiEST TOOTHPASTE 100 mL ! SPECIAL (139
1 TIMEX WATCHES 2
0% OFF ALL REGULAR 1 PRICES 1
1 CHRISTMAS BOWS 12f.r99^|
• The
North Saanich Garden Club was held Get. 20. 
Executive office holders for the year are: Mrs 
Norma Sealey, honorary president; Eric* 
Sherwood, honorary vice-president; Ben | 
Richards, president; Les Moore, past- 
president; Tom Roughley, vice-president, 
Peter Briscoe, treasurer; Mrs. Peggy Davy, 
recording secretary; Mrs. Marjorie Tale, 
corresponding secretary; Ralph Brackenridge, 
show chairman; Mrs. Noreen Boyd and Mrs 
Phyllis Cox, Vshow secretaries; Mrs. Edith 
Sparke, membership; and Jack Hardingham, | 
programs.
Other office holders: Mr?. Fiona Hunt, | 
librarian; Les Moore and Mrs. Dorothy West, | 
bulletin; Mrs, Laura Clackett, social con- 1 
venor; Jack Gooding, plant stall; Mrs. Doris f 
Hunt, sick committee; Les Moore and Ralph I 
Brackenridge, show catalogue; Les Moore and I 
Charles Greaves, catalogue; Mrs. Barbara ;; 
Burgess, Advertising; Jack Young, show ; 
steward; Charles Greaves, raffle; Ralph i 
Brackenridge, trophies and ribbons; and Dick . 
Sparke, publicity. - t,)
he December meeting will be held in the 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall at 7:30 p.m. J 
Dec, 15. Guest speaker is John Epp, Victoria 
Horticulture Society, and his subject svill be ! 
pelargoniums (the geranium family). After the ; 
meeting refreshments will be served and all 
gardeners are most welcome;
Present and prospective members please 
note the 1981 fees are now due and as of 
January 1981, only those in good standing will 
receive the monthly newsletter and garden 
notes. Membership cards are available at the 
meeting • $3.50 single, $5 per couple or 
household, or for membership information ■ 
call Edith Sparke, 652-4661.
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Children’s Red Plaid 
Sizes: Infants - 4; 
to Boys - 3
By CRANIA LITWIN
The cost of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police force in Sidney is taking a mammoth 
jump in 1981 following announcement of a new 
cost split between municipalities and the federal 
government.
. “This is a problem we can’t fight in isolation,’’ 
said Mhyor Nofina Sealey Monday night. “We 
need the support of the attorney-general.’’
, Aid. G.A. McMillan told council he wants to 
send a strong letter to Ottawa telling the federal 
government that western municipalities are being 
“ripped off.’’
The estimated per office cost in the 
municipality for the coming year is $41,409, 
according to a report from RCMP headquarters. 
In the past, the municipality of Sidney (and others 
in the western provinces) paid 56 per cent of this 
cost for the first four police men and 81 per cent 
of the cost for any number over that.
Under the new federal proposal the cost split 
will increase the municipality’s share to 90 per 
cent across the board for every police member.
This means the municipality will have to pay 
$37,268 for every member of the force,
Municipal clerk Geoff Logan could not give 
council a total cost estimate since other operating 
costs such as overtime will have to be calculated, 
but he described the increase as “dramatic.”
The clerk was instructed to investigate the cost 
of hiring an independent police force, separate 
fromtheRCMP.
Aid. Ross Martin said the announcement might 
mean Sidney would have to forego its proposed 
hiring of two new police members in 1981.
Mayor Sealey told jcouncil sheSvants’to ask the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities to,“get in touch 
with Alberta and Saskatchewan. Let’s pull out all 
the stops on this one — it really is a bit much.”
“Through the UBCM we can approach other 
municipalities and the attorney-general’s 
department to fight this proposal,” she said.
In other police news Martin moved that council 
protest, to the provincial attorney-general the new 
procedure introduced for the courts whereby all 
persons involved in cases including police, are 
required to attend at the court at 9:30 a.m. and be 
available on call for whenever their case is 
scheduled.
The new procedure rheans that police overtime 
costs are going to “sky rocket”, according to 
Martin, who added it is “an unnecessary and 
unwarranted expense.”
He told council that at present almost 99 per 
cent of police overtime is already because of court 
appearances.
Children’s Pink, or Blue 
Sizes: Missy - 11 to 3
Ladies Camel & Blue 
Sizes 6 to 9
Ladies Burgundy, 
Camel & Navy 
^ _ Sizes 6 to IT 
Collectively
2385 Beacon Ave. (5th & Beacon)
THE NEW BRimHOOD CENTRE 





Pacific Yachting’s Cruising Guide 
Volume il
ANTIQUES AFLOAT
The Golden Age of Boating in B.C.




WOODS & RIVER TALES
GUINNESS BOOK OF 
WORLD RECORDS
TIMMY and the WHALES 
THE OFFICIAL SCRABBLE DICTIONARY 




with SAILING SHIP DESIGN
19S1 DIARIES AND CALENDARS 
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at increased \ wH
I
North Saanich residents will be paying more for 
their library next year — and library reprc.scn- 
tativc Aid. Edgar Farthing isn’t happy.
Farthing told a Dee. 1 council meeting an 
overall budget incrca.se of 16 per cent will mean 
North Sannich will pay $12.5.3 per resident in 1981 
-"- up from $11 this year,
' Farthing called the incrcn.se “unjustified”, and 
pointed out some Vancouver Island Regional 
’ Library board members pay only $3 per capita.
The average is $7.81 per person, and Sidney 
will pay Just under $7, Farthing said.
'He proposed North Saanich approach otltcr 
library board municipalities also above the 
average per capita rate and come up witli a cost­
sharing arrangcmcni based on population and not 
tLsscssment,
. The current fee structure is based on a 
municipality's Mscssmcni.
Meanwhile, Farthing expressed concern over 
*thc book buying procedure at the 'library. It's a 
good thing to have the right .sort of books, he 
said. An examination would pinpoint serious 
omissions and reveal if funds are being used to 
purchase "out and out rubbish”,
Aid. .lay Rangel said book buying is a very 
subjective area and proposed instead that head 
librarian Mary Kicruns meet with Sidney and 
North Saanich council ’to lay rest any concerns, 
Aid. Harold Parrott said he was “loathe to 
fnmpE*r with thf professionals who make their 
.selections,” while Aid. Jim Cumming suggested 
the library reacts to inquiries for books. “It’s a 
simple reaelion to what people nnk for,”
Aid, Dermid Bingham said even professinnnts 












15 gAl. 19.95 
20 gal, 24.95





Hamsters, Gerbils, Budgies, Canarlos, Cockatlols, 
Parrots, Finches, Dftves, Quails, Guinea Pigs, Rab­
bits,
CAGES AND ACCESSORIES
available lor all birds/and small anim,ilG
DOG a GAT SUPPLIES 
•TOYS *ACCEGE0niES ‘CAGES
LAYAWAY TIL CHRISTMAS
HfiuDi Mon Units 10 ■ ()
' fti; 10 • Rf.iil 10 • sao"
656-33H
Bwcci Hars, 2337 Bewea Avtwit, SHtsty
TL'V'
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Asparagus Tips 12 01. .. ..
CO-OP
Whole Mushrooms looi. . .
CO-OP
Onion Soup Mix i^oi.. .. 
Cheetiossoo!....
CO-OP
Evaporated Milk Its ml...
STOVE TOP
StnffingMixiioi. ... . .
CO-OP
Fancy Pumpkin 14«..... .
CUTCHER
Small Shrimp 4 «. . .. . . . . .
MAPU lEAT RUM & DRANDV




















Peek Frean Biscuits 400s
12 litre
CO-OP
Poly Kitchen Bags 
Saran Wrap soii.. .
PAMPERS
Toddler Diaper 24>















PeaSi... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
WESTVALE ^ I 49
irussalsSproMtszib................. . A
McCAIN
Saper Crisp Fries 2ib    ............. I w
CARNATION
Hash Broians 2 ib.    ........... ^ ^
$iM '0^
CANADA GRADE “A" FROZEN
SMOKED R.T.E.







BURNS HO. 1 SLICED
Side Bacon SOOg
BURNS NO. 1 SMOKED
iinner Hams C.O.V.. .









Ox Tails lb... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










2132 KEATING X ROAD, CENTRAL SAANICH
Phone 652-1188
NEW STORE HOURS EFFECTIVE NOV. 10
MON. THRU SAT.9-6 
THURS. & FRI. 9-8








or while slock lasts
100% Canadian Owned
"WHERE EVERY-DAY LOW SHELF 
PRICES [RAKE THE DiFFEttEKCE"
■ The food we eat can generally be dlvid- fifty nutrients we require daily, one 
I ed into four groups: Milk and Milk Pro- food group, however, cannot be 
' ducts, Broad and Ceroals, Meat and substituted (or another, 
i Alternates, and Fruits and Vogotablas. Milk and Milk Products supply a key 
! Canada’s Food Guido combines these nutrient, calcium, but the Fruits and 
j four groups into a simple plan which, if Vegetables group does not.
followed. Insures we get the nutrients Each food group supplies a combination 
I required for good health. of key nutrients and it a fdod group Is
* Selecting the recommended number of eliminated from the diet you also 
I servings, ol a variety of leods from eliminate the nutrients supplied by that 
[ each group every day, will provide the group.
' ' I :
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The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Bay Highway - Kcsen aliens 652-1146
Retirement: The right to choose
good work left in the older people
‘lots of talent and
By CAROL BERGER 
[Staff Writer]
Grey power has come of age and 
the 65-year-olds of tomorrow may 
greet new alternatives to combined 
birthday-farewell parties.
The B.C. Human Rights Com­
mission is now in the midst of a 
province-wide series of public 
meetings into the question of 
mandatory retirement.
By mid-December the commission 
will hear the views of Victoria and 
Saanich Peninsula residents. To date, 
chairman Margaret Strongitharm 
says the public is in favor of freedom 
of choice.
“Our conclusion is that it is 
discriminating to take from people 
the right to choose when to retire,’’ 
Strongitharm said last week.
The commission has recommended 
the first section of the human rights 
code be amended to eliminate age 65 
as the upper limit for protection 
under the code.
“We are very optimistic about our 
recommendation but we recognize 
there are a great many other issues 
involved when you talk about 
removing mandatory retirement — 
retirement schemes, pensions,’’ she 
said.
“There are all sorts of 
ramifications from this — but none 
that are impossible to face.”
While the commission 
acknowledges that people must be 
physically and emotionally able to 
continue working, the goal now is to 
give individuals a choice. (
However, in Sidney at a Nov. 26 
Old Age Pensioners Organization 
meeting, the executive decided 
retirement should remain at age 65.
President Arthur Eyans himself 
continued working until age 67 and
Sidney pensioners
make their decision -
retirement should
remain at age 65,
they say
believes it should be left to the in­
dividual’s choice.
“There’s quite a bit of talk on both 
sides of the subject but it’s something 
that can’t be settled in a black and 
white way,” he says.
“There’s a lot of talent and good 
work left in the older people but 
some say the problem is that younger 
people need the jobs.”
Young people may need the jobs 
but Sidney’s human resources office 
: finds it regularity deals with the not- 
so-young who can’t find em­
ployment.
“When a guy loses a job at 50, 
chances are he’ll come to us,” says 
district superintendent Riley Hern.
“The competition is too tough,” 
he says. “People write down their 
ages and 1 think the employer hires 
the younger people.”
The unemployed person will then 
be placed on GAIN (Guaranteed
Annual Income for persons in Need) 
and a job search begun. Still, Hern 
says that search is a futile one.
“The human rights branch needs 
to toughen up its discrimination 
laws. Everytirne a person over 50 is 
turned down for employment he 
should get a really tough in­
vestigation of that employer,” he 
says. .
“Often age is the only reason — if 
they can do the job why aren’t they 
employed?”
Prior to 1979, the human rights 
branch was prohibited from ac­
cepting retirement .complaints 
because the code specified the upper 
protection limit of age 65.
A change in mini.stry policy came 
with Labor Minister Jack Heinrich. 
However, while complaints can now 
be accepted, up to 40 such cases have 
been “on hold” for over one year 
awaiting a B.C. appeals court 
decision.
Human right intake officer Dean 
McLeod says all they can do now is 
take the facts of the case, investigate 
where possible and endeavor to settle 
through mediation.
“Wc really have no authority 
because the human rights code take 
no precedence,” she said. The Super 
Annuation Act governing govern­
ment employees dows however.
The act specifics a retirement age 
of 65, leaving human rights workers 
with no authority to dispute con­
tested retirements.
If the act’s precedence over the 
human rights code is turned over 
when it reaches the appeals court in 
January or February, then those 
cases can be investigated with more 
authority.
So, while action is taken in the 
courts and at the ministerial level to 
remove discriminatory legislation, 
local senior citizens continue their 
contributions to the community.
At whatever age, people need a 
sen.se of identity and purpose — 
work provides that feeling. And so 
they do work but for the most part, 
in a voluntary way.
“I’m retired but I’ve never worked 
harder,” said an enthusiastic Mabel 
Slow, 70, of 9851 Second Street. 
Slow and friends had just completed 
a hula dance performance at Silver 
Threads senior citizens’ activity 
centre.
“Some people don’t want to leave 
their jobs and if they’re good at it 
there’s just no reason why they can’t 
stay at their jobs, if they have their 
health and can keep up with the 
young people,” she said.
“But when they do retire they 
should get into something like Silver 
Threads and help older people —- 
there’s always something to do.”
















Create your Own Chocolalos for gifts
(DEMONSTRATION EVERY SATURDAY)
SEE OUR NEW EXPANDED STORE
Largest Hobby & Craft Store on Vancouver Island
MON.'IHUHS. a »,m, • 6-30 p.tn,
rillDAY 9 » m, • 9;00 pja.
SAT, 9 n.m. ■ 5:30 pm.
'HiT'"
INDOOR 15's
Sparkle or Glow each $4.29 ICICLES 470Silver - 1000 strands each
CHRISTMAS 
GIFT WRAP
Phono 479-7814 Leisure ’.Lir world
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Mayor says no 
to $1,000 raise
North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood won’t be getting a huge 
raise after all. Sherwood convinced 
council at a Dec. 1 meeting to rescind 
an earlier motion approving a $1,000' 
a year increase in the mayor’s in­
demnity.
The $1,000 hike represented a 21 
per cent increase and would have 
raised Sherwood’s pay from $4,688 
to $5,688 — in line with Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey’s and Central 
Saanich Mayor Dave Hill’s wages.
Sherwood argued that the raise 
would violate a principle adopted by 
council last year to maintain the ratio 
between the mayor’s and aldermen’s 
stipends of between three and two to 
one.
He said his pay now represents a 
ratio of close to 2.5 to one.
Aid. Jim Cumming proposed the 
ratio be set at 2.5 to one and Sher­
wood’s wage set at $4,550.
Cumming also suggested council 
institute a cost of living clause to 
follow the consumer price index each 
year so aldermen’s and mayor’s 
salaries would remain at a constant 
ratio.
Cumming argued the municiptility 
used to have such a clause before the 
last council decided to reduce the 
ratio.
But council agreed instead to send 
the issue to its wages and salaries 
committee after Aid. Edgar Farthing 









NOSTALGIA, ORNAMENTAL, PLATE GLASS 
ALSO 10% OFF ALL CUSTOM CUHING






•Specializing in — cuslom thermo insulating glass conversion and 
into wood; aluminum windows into wood •storm windows and 
doors •glass for fireplace enclosures and tub and shower 
enclosures •Bitold and bipass mirror doors.
652-5898
OPEN SATURDAYS -
Shop: 6793-C Kirkpatrick Crescent
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey said Tuesday a 
special camera will be set 
up at the Silver Threads 
Service Centre, 10030 
, Resthaven, this week to 
enable senior citizens to 
obtain the photo 
identification portion of
their human resources 
bus passes.
The passes this year 
come in two sections - 
one provided by the 
Capital Regional District 
and the other, which 
requires a photo 
identification .
Man, 27, jailed 
in beating, robbery
In German tradition, richt-kranz spruce bough wreath was 
recently placed atop new Saanich school district office 
building on Keating Cross Road. Physicial plant superin­
tendent Hans Schneider pictured with his contribution to 
Canadian culture.




A 27-year-old man 
was sentenced to six 
years in jail Thursday 
for his part in the 





pleaded guilty in Vic­
toria provincial court to 
robbery with violence 
and possession of a flare 
gun dangerous to the 
public peaice. .




and vicious attack on the 
victim,” Judge William 
Ostler imposed a five- 
year term for the rob­
bery charge, and a 
consecutive one-year 
sentence for weapon 
offence.
Crown counsel Wayne 
Smith said the incident 
occurred about 7:30 
p.m. Sept. 29, when 
. Alward and a co-accused 
who was known to the 
victim, went to the home 
of Harold Wright, 8009 
Turgoose Terrace, and 
made demands for 
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Beacon Plaza Mall, Sidney ^
10:00 TO 5:00 J
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK f
Wc extend an invitation to come in and ^ 
browse and see our fine selection of $5 
Handmade Figures Gifts, Ceramics and ^ 
Souvenirs ^
16a 36« £« £« 3e« 3e« !£« aya !i2«
Sidney council has asked the 
municipal affairs ministry for a 
complete review of voting 
requirements and procedure 
following confusion over voting 
regulations during the last municipal 
election.
Mayor Norma Sealey added if the 
ministry fails to take action, Sidney 
should approach the Union of B.C, 
Municipalities for support.
Council’s move came after a 
Sidney resident complained she was 
denied her right to vote Nov. 15 on 
Sidney’s Sunday shopping 
referendum because of the registrar 
of voters’ intrepretation of the voting 
regulations.
Patricia Collett, 2119 Weiler 
Avenue, told council in a Nov. 17 
letter, “It was explained to me that 
although 1 fulfilled the residency 
requirement (three months living in 
the municipality, six months in B.C;, 
and 12 months in Canada), T had 
failed to register for voting by Aug. 
31,1980.
“It was further pointed out to me 
that I would not have been eligible 
for registration at Aug. 31, 1980 
because at that time I had only lived 
in the municipality for two months.”
Collett said she returned home and 
re-read the application for 
registration form, and “realized that 
the application requirement for 
registration registering by a specific 
date was not part of the certification 














25% OFF CHRISTMAS WRAP
and much more
•FREE LOCAL DELIVERY 
•PATIENT RECORD CARDS 
•PATIENT COUNSELLING
DIA, DVA & PHARMACARE PRESCRIPTIONS, 
VETERINARIAN'S SUPPLIES, STATIONARY PLUS 
ALL USUAL DRUG STORE SUNDRIES
lAACLEOO’S
2488 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-5921
Decembeir Store Hours
OPEN Friday Nights till 9 p.m.
Dec. Sth, 12th, & 19th
OPEN Sundays - Dec. 7tli, 14th, & 21st 
(10 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
OPEN Evenings till 9 p.m.
Dec. 22nd & 23rd
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing ~ 
rosidonti.il commercial: 
farm,
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
2070 KEATING XRD, 
652-3522
So she contacted the Saanich 
polling station and she was told 
she would be able to vote as long as 
she had fulfilled the residency 
requirement — and no cut-off date 
for pre-registration was necessary. 
With that information, Collett 
returned to the Sidney polling station 
and suggested there had been a 
misunderstanding earlier.
But she said the registrar of voters 
again explained the necessity for pre- 
registration. Collett asked that the , 
sections in the Municipal Act be read 
to her, and after hearing them, 
suggested there was an ambiguity 
between the Act and the application 
for registration form.
Although the registrar 
acknowledged the ambiguityj he told 
Collett his interpretation “was what 
he had been taught.” Collett ac­
cepted that and pre-registered for the 
next municipal election.
But she didn’t stop there. She 
contacted the municipal affairs 
ministry and was informed the 
ministry knew of no municipality 
enforcing the pre-registration cut-off 
date, and suggested she bring the 
issue to the municipality’s attention.
Sealey said the municipal solicitor 
examined the pre-registration 
wording and admitted it was con­
fusing.
Aid. Ross Martin advised council 
apologize to Collett for the 
misunderstanding, and explain the 




Central Saanich has 
offered an criiergcncy 
call service for North 
Saanich and Sidney fire 
departments.
Cost for the service is 
a flat yearly rate of 
$4,800 plus a $10 charge 
for each emergency call.
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FOX EARLY ‘WT-OF-TOm’ HOLLY 
PHONE HARVEY CURRIE 







DrifiwoocI Conlrc' I lours
!)"’ & Beacon ‘):3() U) 5:.50 p.ivi.
656-!)(522   Tues, thru Sal,
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
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® Septic o Holding e Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA
n.xn nn 10218 Bovvef Bank Rd. |
FlBEitGLASS ^FG. CO. Sidney 656-5121
North Saanich 
council’s October 
motion of support for 
the monarchy has 









Hie changing face of Central Saanich
Long known for its many pioneer and heritage buildings and sites, 
Central Saanich in the 1980s includes a number of new structures: 
The new municipal hall (top) completed in late. 1978; single family 
homes under construction at the corner of Wallace and Mount 
Newton (bottom left); and the new municipal fire hall, (bottom 
right) only opened last fall.


















Holly Wreaths and Sprays
Officers elected
The Morning Branch 
of Brentwood Chapel 
ACW held its annual 
meeting Nov. 18 in the 
Parish Hall. Election of 
.officers returned Mrs. 
O. Hine as president; 
vice-president is Mrs. 
G.E. Apps; secretary, 
Mrs. F. Alexander and 
treasurer Mrs. R. 
Quakenbush.
a Christmas party on 
Dec. 16 for members of 
their group, the 
Afternoon Branch and 
other helpers who 
assisted so splendidly at 
their fall bazaar. The 
group will be changing 
to an Evening Branch at 
the beginning of the new 
year, and the first 
meeting will be held at 
the Parish Hall Jan. 13 
at 7:30 p.m.The group is planning
Sidney Rotary Anns 
plan Christmas party
The November 
meeting of Sidney 
Rotary Anns was held at 
the home of Mrs. Gloria 
Tobin with 13 members 
present. Plans were 
made to send Christmas 
cards and presents to 
Mount View Rest 
Homes and a raffle held
was won by Mrs. Grace 
Cole.
Refreshments were 
served by Mrs. Tobin 
and enjoyed. The 
December meeting and 
Christmas party will be 
held at the home of Mrs. 
Ruby Scutt at 6:30 p.m. 
Dec. 11.
*Woma of Popftpalto*
PHONE AHEAD FOR 
PAUL'S 3-MINUTE 
PASSPORT SERVICE




Buying/Selling Waterfront or 
Country Property in the 
Saanich Peninsula?








































10 • 20 LBS, itfa,
II you VO ever dreamud ol owning a 
grandlaiher clocli wlihoul having to 
pay $800.00 or more, thia Is your 
chance,
Regular to; $370,00
Ceramlite gives the rich textured look of glazed ceramic 
tile. One 4' x 8' panel covers the same area as over 100 
individual ceramic tiles. A breeze for do-it-yourselfers.








W*tuht ton m c ftoniu^ ri7\.aiLhittiiriy will int7#ni# Hm irntti
2328 Heirbour Rd.
Sidney, BC., '
,, Mon.-Thiir. 8*S p.m. Prl, O.Ci p.m. ItPiel 
Closed Sat.ASun.
1^ isisiid' View Freeier '
l|r;^700S CAtt StanlcH Rd. 6$2.24l t
KITCHEN PANELS
Our VINTAGt and EARLY TIAES wall pineli ai* 
Ideal lor the kitchen, laundry room ami baihroom 
because Ihe S' k 8' bkhel Is covered with a tmigh 
vinyl. Usy 10 wash end keep tiean. Manrigany 





Va Walnut 1 side .. . . . . . . . . . 66®^
Va Teak 1 side... . . . . . . . . . . . 59®®
3/a Maple 2 sides .,,,,,,49®®
STUDS
RECROOMSniOS
?»a studs l« lhal home 
rentyvaikm, Almoil every 
pit4ect lunt wiili a 
"stud" ... to start that 
protect at your Windsor 
Store riRST.
Fll PLYWOOD




A true bargalti Irt i number one wad panel, F ulM ’ a
b' sliveis. I'leliiiiaiikd V yiuv'ivd paiH.’iuiig lu a
wsrm weodgfain pittern, IC!I!95
SolectGradou.
OARAatB aOOFt OPRNKR
For Christmas..? Why not!
No moie climbing out ul the cat irilo Ihe blustery cold nr .Pt(Ckei sue, push bul-pouting rain . , No more gelling oul Into the black ol , 
the night , . , No more sLpplhg and sliding over Ice In 
pull open your parage door. A iJ-lMletl mikei i |t*il safety reverie
Chrlatmes B«l, Features Include, .Manual dlsconnw
•Powerlul 1/3 hp motor •Auiwnilic on/nti light 
Two minuia time aeiay «Fosliiv« locking
Windsor Plywood
MUCH Mone TueN just i'lwvooo
2120 KEATING 
652-5632
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
2125 Keating Cross Road 
Victoria, B.C.
Offers for Sale by Tender 
As Is/Where Is
4-9" metal lathes and misc. accessories approximately 20 years of age. Each 
lathe c/w accessories to be tendered individually. This machinery may be viewed 
between the hours of 12:00 noon and 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, December 11th, 
1980 at the above address.
Sealed Tenders complete with a deposit in the form of a certified cheque of 
$100.00 made payable to School District No. 63 (Saanich) will be received on or 
before 2:00 p.m. Monday, December 15th, 1980.
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
For further information please call:
Hans J. Schneider 
' Superintendent of Physical Plant 
652-1151
5253 S55 SS5 RSE jast WS jast RSt KSE JfiSt 5S5iE
GI¥E
... and be remembered 
every week!
The Review keeps on giving — for 52 
weeks a year, your gift will be there in the 
mailbox.
SPimL HOLIDAY GIFT RATES:









] I To: Name 
' g Address _









1 City Province- Postal Code.
^ □ Payment enclosed. □ Bill me.
^ Exi5. Date ___ Signature





TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE BRENTWOOD BAY
1:
ORGANIC PRODUCE
Oranges  .......... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .59 Ib.
Lemons ....... .......... . ...... 81 Ib.
Avocadoes,:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ .$1.52 Ib.
; ' CMESE SPECIALS
New Zealand Cheddar . ,.,.,,
Raw Milk Herbal Gouda _ ___
Raw Milk Cheddar 
(natural vegetable coloring),.,
COSnUETICS
Sterns Aloe Vera Lotion 8 OZ. ,. 
Head Shampoo 8 OZ..,,.,,,,. 
Milk Creek Keratim Shampoo
16 OZ, ...,,.,,,..,.....,,,
APPLIANCES
Champion Juicers ,,,..,,.,,. 
Acme Juicers ,.,,,,.,,,,,,,
Braun Juicer__ _ ___ *.,,,






















Corn Chips _ _ _ _ _ ____ __ _ _ _ _ _
Trail Mix
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DRAW
Enter a draw (or an Acme 
Julcor to bo given away on 
CaUifriay, December 20, 19B0
When work is fun
Top left, Helen Blacow, 16, of Parkland school’s English 12 
journalism and writing 11 class prepares copy sheets for student 
newspaper Contact while below Michele Penz and Linda Strange, 
both 16, help with copy layout, editing and pasteup of newspaper iii 
journalism class. Right, it’s lunchtime and cafeteria services students 
Allan Dewolfe, left, and Doug Garland, get to work as short order 
cooks. ■" ,-■ ,,V . .
V Carol Berger Photos.





The Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
will provide a new Vancouver Island road 
report service starting December 15, People 
in most communities on the Island from 
Victoria to Port Hardy can phone on a free 
long distance number, Zenith 2553, to the 
Ministry's radio room at Parksville for infor­
mation on Vancouver Island road conditions.
. The service will be available until March 15, 
1981 on a 24-hour a day basis. For those in 
; the Parksville area the local phone number is 
248-6212.
Parkland school 
chorus features in a 
special program this year 
— a Christmas concert 
to be held Dec. 16 at 
7:30 p.m. in Parkland’s 
multipurpose room.
Addmission is S1.59, 
light refreshments will 
be sold to augment the 
Chorus Field Trip Fund.
Residents may ■ also 
hear the chorus carolling 
from door to door .
m]
Province of British Coiumbia
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS
Hon. Alox V. ProBor, Minister
SaaniGhton Piaza
''I'f ' 'J.iiiii grU .JiLn’i I'.'P';, / 7843 E' Ssa
11VV. 111
'*^1'
Cail us before the next power failure
You Know honor than anyono what crippling financial 
lonsos can occur from a power failure,
Wholhor you raise poultry, hogs, dairy or beof cattle, 
our lull lino ol engine or tractor driven Winpowor 
Qonoratars will provide instant electrical power to Keep 
".nil nysloms go" until the emorgoncy has passed . 
oven the household and other electrical needs,
Wo have a wide range of energy-saving gonorator 
plants as well as a complete stock ol other electrical 
ogulpmenl and unite (or the farm. Call us today (or 
full (let,■•.11
32032 South Fraser Way 
Cloarbrook, British ColuiVtbia 
V2T1VB Phone: 859-7101 
t.'Jpn Meridian Rd, NT, 121.5B Fort Rd.
FHIEQEN
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Bed, breakfast for tourists?
Despite its sound rejection at an 
October North Saanich public 
hearing, a proposal for bed and 
breakfast accomodation is surfacing 
once again — this time for the 
peninsula as a whole.
But there’s one difference this time 
around.. The October proposal came 
from a North Saanich woman in­
terested in opening her home to 
tourists when hotel and motel ac­
comodation is unavailable.
This time the impetus for official 
bed and breakfast accomodation is 
coming from two Victoria women — 
Kay Lines and Pat Graham — and 
Lines is quietly determined to bring 
bed and breakfast accomodation to 
the peninsula as well as the whole of 
southern Vancouver Island.
. Victoria needs tourist business, it’s 
very vital, says Lines. But the city
isn’t making the most of its tourism 
potential because of overcrowded 
accomodation during peak season. 
Some hotels are booked until 1986, 
she says. The answer for that 
problem is simple for Lines — allow 
bed and breakfast accomodation.
“What we’re up against here is do 
we want tourism?’’ Lines says. The 
only people against bed and break­
fasts are those people against 
tourism, she says.
One of the major reasons for the 
bed and breakfast proposal is the 
numerous requests real estate firms 
receive from tourists who want to 
visit, set up a business, etc., but can’t 
find a place says Lines.
If hotels and motels can’t ac­
comodate people, then it makes sense 
to have bed and breakfasts to handle 
the people, she says. “There’s a
great need for it.”
She acknowledges that hotel and 
motel owners may not see the same 
benefits, but says bed and breakfasts 
will generate many opportunities for 
hotels and motels, including hungry 
patrons for the hotels’ dining rooms.
Hotel and motel owners who don’t 
want bed and breakfasts are those 
who want business, but only if they 
have it, she says. “It’s a chopping 
off at the ankles sort of thing.”
1 believe in free enterprise, Lines 
says emphatically. “1 want to know 
where the spirit of free enterprise is 
on this island.”
Lines has already received two 
requests to join bed and breakfast 
organizations linking Victoria, the 
peninsula and the southern Island 
with other areas of Canada.
She also believes bed and break­
fasts could be a big bonus for the 
hard-pressed homeowner trying to 
payspiralling mortgage rates and 
increasing taxes. “There’s masses of 
good ways of looking at it.”
But Lines may have an uphill 
battle — at least in North Saanich 
where residents were hesitant about 
the scheme because of fears that bed 
and breakfast homes will not be 
regulated properly.
Residents at the October public 
hearing questioned municipal of­
ficials about parking, fire 
regulations, sewage disposal, health 
requirements, and other potential 
problems facing bed and breakfast 
accomodation.
Those problems may have to be 
solved before bed and breadfast 









H/ionday, Dec. 1st & 15th















CHEK-TV news cameraman Barry Casson moves in for close-up of Manning 
Press typesetter Gwen Foster during news feature Friday. Manning Press, 9825- 
3rd Street, was focus of special news story on $20 million counterfeit fraud in­
volving provincial government bonds. The Sidney printing firm uses same 
equipment as Queen's Printer, 563 Superior, from which computer discs used to 




We have a wide selection 
of home decorating ideas 
for everyone on your list.






DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
OfyiHEl
eyoGEi:Home offSUPER aavtngsi :
Effective: Isi Downtown Sidney
Dec. 10,11, Across from Sidney Hotel
12 & 13th WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
mmik 0r. A BEEF
CHUCK CROSS RIB ROASTS. . . . . . .  . . . . ..... J1
REGULAR GROUND BEEF. . . . .  . . . . . .  ........ ib.99
FRESH ItQ
LEAN GROUND BEEF ... . . ... .  . . . .  . . . . .  . ib.
SIRLOIN STEAKS
PORTERHOUSE «.,, STEAKS. . . . . .... ib.*3"®
T-BONE STEAKS. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ib.®2®®
WING STEAKS. . . . . . .. . . .... ....
FUNK STEAKS. . . . .  . . . . . .ii,.*2®®
ROUND j; 7 ....................... II. *2"®
FULL CUT • DONE IN
SIRLOIN TIP or RUMP
<>1? ROAST................,.1^2'’'
eui.rTc m FLETCHER'SSWIFTS I HO. 3IJIYERBUHERBALL I eACONTURKEY I ,:3®
lb. I
FRESH GRADE "U" • | ,f:ROASTING CHICKEN ®
. I ' I^APLE LEAF
W 'VIAimiHLlA








m TilRNIP or CARROTS ibl9'
-xfl
MRS. SMITH ftPPLIE PIES ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
SWANSON • CHICKEN AND TURKEY ONLYRnMI U lUntn RU l H fcV  rAeMEAT PIES ........ . ...................... . ......  . ..8 or. W
MRS. SMITH $179 ^
• 4 * • t f 1 * 1 • 41 • ma
''kit*'' ' " ‘
MINCE PIE .....
McCAIN FANCY %
PEAS......... . . . . . . . . ....2 lb. 98^
Bumm
PARKAY
MARGARINE * t»t«3 III*
mmi





PAPER TOWELS >a»B0aoa ............. .89
ROYALE a: *0 9 a
TOILET TISSUE 4R0UPKC . . . . . . . . . . . . .




ADMIRAL t H KwQ
SOLID WHITE TUNA 7.. a.
FRENCirSSPICES-RECUURSIZE CIAIOPOULTRY SEASONING, SAVORY, SAGE ....................... .., .llSV
ELECTRASOL AUTO. DISH. OETERGEHT so...... .
STOVE TOP STUFFING . 99'
# HOLIDAY NEEDS
SCHWEPPES
GINGER ALE 2(it.   .... ........miMmnoSI
HALLEY’S
POTATO CHIPS 200aboK. . . . . . ..
NALIEV’SCHIPDIP ... .. .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69'
CHRISTIETRISCUIT250,b.,.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,99'
CARR'S TABIEWATER CRACKER 2o«,...... . ...... ...... .
TUC BISCUIT It...,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .....*1®®
PLANTERS DRY ROASTED NUTS oat, MO 
PEANUTS’I” MIXED HUTS’2’'’ CASHEWS’3”
LOCAL DAIRY ECO HOC .. . . .  . . . . . u89'
KRAFT SLICED CHEESE u, , .. ,..... .*4®®
UkMM
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At this time of year and in areas subject to 
heavy snow conditions, you will often see 
special signs requiring that your vehicle 
have good winter-tread tires or carry 
chains or, in some case, that chains be 
mounted. For your safety and that of other 
motorists, these signs are authorized 
by law.
During the next few weeks, random checks 
will be carried out by the RCMP in problem 
driving areas, more particularly the Hope- 
Princeton, the Squamish Highway to 
Whistler, the Fraser Canyon, but including 
other sections of road on Vancouver Island 
and the rest of the province subject to 
snow conditions. The operation will be in 
conjunction with the Attorney General’s 
“CounterAttack” programme. Drivers of 
vehicles not properly equipped may be 
turned back or charged.
The Ministi^ of Transportation and High­
ways is doing its best to dear snow and 
maintain our roads in winter to make them 
safe. Before driving into snow areas, make 
sure you have good winter tires and are 
carrying chains to make your vehicle safe.
Be on the lookout for snow clearing and 
sanding equipment, sometimes operating 
in conditions of limited visibility. Their 
flashing amber lights are warning you to 
use extreme caution and slow down. Make 
sure also that you observe special signing 
and directions of flagpersons if you should 
encounterthem, and please drive carefully.
Province of British Columbia
1 MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGHWAYS 
Hon. Alex V. Fraser, Minister
Operation
Heartwarm
If you’re going to be lonely this Christmas, 
plan on dropping in to Victoria’s open-to-all 
party — Operation Heartwarm — Christmas 
Day, 1 - 5 p.m. at the Old Forge on Courteney 
Street, off Douglas.
There’s no admission charge or collection, 
no organized games or speeches. Just lots of 
warmth, soft lights, soft music, friendly 
people, good food and oceans of coffee.
Operation Heartwarm is not only for the 
lonely — if you’re lucky enough to be spen­
ding Christmas Day with family or friends visit 
the party anyway and share your warmth with 
the lonely in the true spirit of Christmas, says a 
spokesman for Parents Without Partners, 
organizers of the community event with some 
truly magnificent financial help from 
Peninsula Singles Club and other personal 
donations.
If you can, bring a few cookies, pies or an 
extra sandwich or party snack. Nothing 
elaborate — just a little something to keep the 
food flowing all the time.




The four “rookie” North Saanich aldermen 
will have more municipal responsibilities next 
year following a shift in council’s standing 
committees.
Mayor Eric Sherwood appointed first-year- 
aldermen Jay Rangel, Alan Cornford, Harold 
Parrott and Dermid Bingham chairmen of 
council’s four standing committees. All four are 
entering the final year of a two-year term.
Bingham will replace Aid. Edgar Farfhing as 
chairman of the planning and zoning committee. 
Farthing will still be a member of the committee, 
along with Rangel.
Rangel will also chair the public works com­
mittee, and will be joined by members Farthing 
and Aid. Jim Cumming — who was chairman last 
year.
Meanwhile, Cornford will head a new com­
mittee— the services and utilities committee — 
which is an offshoot of the public works com­
mittee. Cumming and Mayor Eric Sherwood will 
be the committee’s other members.
Parrott returns as chairman of the fire com­
mittee, while Cornford will replace Bingham as 
the other council representative.
Other elected positions — such as Capital 
Regional District director, peninsula water 
commission director, etc., will be chosen at the 
next meeting.
It took a variety of people and organizations to 
arrange it but finally Tom and Edith Duncan got 
their wish — a trip to Salt Spring Island to see an 
old friend.
For most people the visit would be a simple 
matter but Tom is 93, Edith 86, and special 
arrangements would have to be made to give Tom 
some physicial help on the ferries.
The plan began with Peninsula Community 
Association homemaker Use McCaw passing on 
the news to PCA volunteer Molly Lane that the 
Duncans wanted to visit their friend, Mrs. 
Anderson, on Salt Spring.
That’s when Cliff Ruttan, the PCA’s publicity 
man entered the picture. Cliff got in touch with 
Al Cunningham, B.C. Ferry Corporation, to see 
whether it was possible for the crew aboard the 
ferry ship to assist Tom.
Permission finally arrived and Cliff picked up 
the Duncans at their home at Kiwanis Court, 
McDonald Park Road, Sidney, and proceeded to.
the ferry dock at Swartz Bay where arrangements 
had been made for the Duncans to board with 
members of the crew assisting Tom to the first 
deck.
At Fulford, Mrs. Anderson was permitted on 
board to pick up Tom and Edith, with the crew 
assisting the couple again. On the return trip that 
day at 5 p.m. the Duncans received the same kind, 
courteous help and were met by Cliff Ruttan 
again at Swartz Bay who boarded the ferry, 
assisted the couple to his car and escorted them 
home.
The whole exercise, was in fact, a typical 
example of service by the PCA with the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation helping out.
Tom and Edith married seven years ago. And 
it was just seven years ago that Tom got his first 
golfing hole-in-oiie. Tom used to live on Salt 
Spring Island for 12 years before retiring from the 
North Vancouver shipyard where he worked.
(S
This Christmas in one 
of our beautiful 
decorative Mirrors.
To assist you with your Christmas Shopping wo've extended 
our Showroom Hours to include Saturday, Dec. 6 and Satur­
day Dec. 13 — 9 am to 1 pm. Please come down and see our 
largo selection of. mirrors.
SIDNEY GLASS LTD.




Canoe Bay and the Sidney side of Tsehum 
Harbor will be included along with the North 
Saanich side of Tsehum Harbor in a provincial 
government environmental analysis recently 
announced by environment minister Stephen 
Rogers.
Some question of the area included in the study 
was raised last week when North Saanich Aid. 
Alan Cornford said the Sidney side and Ganoe " 
Bay would only be included if time permits.
But Aid. Jay Rangel said Thursday he’d con­
firmed that there’s “no basis in. fact for 
suggesting there’s a split in the study — absolutely 
■ no'he.” " /
Rangel was supported by John Sector, manager 
of the evaluation section of the environment 
ministry’s assessment and planning division. He
SAIL VIEW





w/w carpets -Parking • 2 Bedrooms
3 appliances -Patios (no pets please)
Fireplaces . - Drapes
Contact By Appoinlinonl
Resident Mgr. 656-3514 “
2341 Harbour Rd.
panjiapanmn ^
Tho Canadian movement for pmaonal fitness.
said the study takes in Canoe Bay and both sides 
of Tsehum Harbor.
Sector also said he expects the first phase of 
analysis to be finished by the end of January.
Rangel took exception to the exclusion of 
Sidney side of Tsehum Harbor and Canoe Bay.
“The idea of dividing Tsehum Harbor by a 
political boundary is dumb,” he said. Later he 
added, “There is no question of Canoe Bay being 
a second class citizen.”
The first phase of the environmental analysis 
Falls for identifying concerns: Sector said Lis - 
department will be interviewing people who mighf 
want to expand or develop, people in local 
government, and residents nearby, as well as 
special interest groups.
Meanwhile, Rangel said he has asked another 
section of the environment ministry to keep a 
record of waterfowl counts in the Tsehum Harbor 
and Cane Bay area.
He said that section already registers waterfowl 
counts on the peninsula, but had not included 





Sunday 9:45 a.m. — Teaching 11 lOO a.m. Worship 
Family Teaching and Worship 
Panorama Leisure Centre (upstairs loiiniie)
Wednesday, Thursday r;30 — Home Sharing Groups





M.rl(o,. .1 tiiiick pluino call 
Viclori.1 479-33(1,S
Sidney 6.';f..247a
Central S.wnich (..S2-41.'hi 
tllenil.. .1 tli.tmiiniv host- 
t’ss with "Ihc Mo'-i fa-
miai. III llir '.‘.'mill '
Sllr In ,. ..lit'iuiitMi hospital- 
ily, waitn frii'iiilli(ii‘ss.
And you'll h.ive... a gon- 
i-’tous ami tlolipJiilul wijl- 
lotm.'




Wolfgang Fischer, the man who was hired by 
Central Saanich council in June, 1976, to develop 
leisure and recreation services for the community 
and who was recently cleared of fraud charges 
brought by the municipality, says he is concerned 
over the local four-year recreation controversy.
In the last four years, Fischer says he has 
received many enquiries from Central Saanich 
residents who want to know why council does not 
form a cost sharing agreement with Sidney and 
North Saanich on recreation.
On March 5, 1979, Central Saanich opted out 
of a feasibility study conducted on behalf of seven 
agencies and funded by the provincial govern­
ment and which would have provided the com­
munity with a regional recreation overview and 
master plan, Fischer says.
He says he plans to schedule an appointment 
'with Provincial Secretary Evan Wolfe to discuss 
concerns about the lack of participation by 
Central Saanich.
* Fischer says he intends offering his services to 
environmental consultants at the Capital 
Regional District with respect to delivery of 
Central Saanich parks and recreation services.
The 37-year-old man of 51 Marlborough Street 
said he believes the question of recreation in 
Central Saanich is an administrative rather than a 
political issue. He says he also concerned Central 
Saanich believes that public parks and recreation 
services can be run soley by volunteers. Such 
services should be subsidized by the provincial 
government, Fischer says.
Fischer says he is in the process of “stimulating 
a public awareness campaign to get the 
recreational ball rolling.”
How? “I will work through the media and 
meet with groups who are concerned about the 
development of community recreation.”
He is currently preparing an agenda to be 
presented to the Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission which he says includes such items as a) 
budget analysis, 1976 - 1980 b) parks and 
recreation administrative policies and bylaws and 
3) leadership.
Fischer says he considers himself a 
“recreational professional” with 10 years ex­
perience behind him. He’s the founding president 
of the intermunicipal community arts council 
which he says Central Saanich “killed” after he 
was fired from his job as recreation director.
School projects
A career preparation program pioneered in two 
_ peninsula schools is being extended to 32 school 
districts in .the province to help students:who do 
not intend to enter university, i ;
The education ministry says the program is 
'designed for secondary students who may be 
academically capable, but who may choose not to 
go for university degrees.
More than 3,000 students are expected to take 
part in the first formal year.
Stelly’s secondary school in Central Saanich 
has had a course in cooking for three years, while 
Parklands in North Saanich has had a graphics 
course for one year.
The idea, according to career programs director 
Joe Jupp, is to give Grade 11 students the core 
materials required in order to go on and develop 
more specialized skills.
The expanded program will begin next Sep­
tember and offer 102 programs.
The program could be linked to a community 
college or apprentice.ship and might still allow the 
individual to opt for university by taking between 
two and six elective courses in academic subjects.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE
TO THE CITIZENS OF SIDNEY
Two vacancies have occurred on the Town of 
Sidney Advisory Pianning Commission, and 
residents of the Town are invited to appiy for 
These volunteer positions, Your application will 
bo seriously considered II you are iho kind of 
person who would like to provide Input as a 
citizen through this Commission to the Town
Council. This Comrnisslon advises Council on
the direction it could take in terms of developing 
the community as a quality place to live, work 
and do business.
Further inlotmation regarding the terms of 
reference of Ihe Commission and the dogroe ol 
tho commitment required Is available from the 
Town Administrator at the Town Hall, 
Application should be submitted to tho under- 
signed by 4 p.iri, December 22nd, 1980,
G.S. LOGAN, A.C.I.S,, C.M.C.
Town Administrator 




issue in Royal Oak
Mark Osbourne
Know Your Firemen
Mark Osborne has been a member of the 
Sidney volunteer fire department for more than 
two years. He has industrial first aid and 
provincial emergency medical aid certificates and 
has found uses for both during responses to more 
than too ambulance calls.
An electronic technologist at the Pat Bay Ocean 
Sciences Institute, Mark lives at 9486 Maryland 
Drive with wife Doreen and daughter Brenda.
He’s edso travelled, having worked for the oil 
industry in Africa, the Middle East, Southeast 
Asia, South America and various locales 
throughout the North.
But for now he calls Sidney home, and con­
tributes to the community through his service 
with the fire department.
What to do with the 
Maltwood property — 
that’s one of the major 
issues facing municpal 
authorities during 
upcoming meetings on 
the Royal Oak Local 
Area Plan.
The 6.7 acre site has 
already been ruled out as 
the home for a $7- 
million Shakespearean 
village after the Lord 
Chamberlain Players 
Society told council in 
September the site was 
unsuitable for the 
proposed development.
Now the recently 
released area draft plan 
contains a recom­
mendation by municipal 
planning staff that land 
south of The Thatch 
restaurant be dedicated 
public use reserve.
Saanich only pur­
chased the property last 
year from the University 
of Victoria for $375,000.
The Thatch — a former 
restaurant — became
the home of the 
Maltwood family before 
being bequeathed as a 
museum to the 
university.
The Thatch has since 
been leased to a Victoria 
restauranteur by 
Saanich, and most of the 
land is zoned general 
commercial use. The
exception is a small 
parcel in the northwest 
corner which is zoned 
for single-family 
dwellings.
Proposals for the land 
considered by council 
include a recreational 
facility, senior citizen 
housing, a park and ride 




Baking has been our business 
since 1903






9812 ■ Sth St 
(across from Shopwise) 
9 am to 5 pm Daily 




















Deep Fried ice 
Cream
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 




Sidney RCMP have charged Stanley Dear of 
10526 Allbay with failing to yield to a pedestrian 
following the Nov. 28 accident on Beacon 
Avenue.
Joanne Saville, 15, of Sidney had just stepped 
into the westbound lane of Beacon Avenue when 
she was struck, said Constable Keith Davies.
Heavy rain and dark clothing worn by Saville 
contributed to poor visibility at the time of the 
accident, he said.
SaviUe is reported in good condition at Royal 
Jubilee Hospital after sustaining a broken 
collarbone and leg, torn cartilage in one leg and a 
mild concussion.
Tea cr Coffee
"Stay with US —







2476 Mt. Nowton X Rood 652-1146










Fresh frozen and glazed 
tuna, lihg cod and red 
snapper, $1.25 per Ib
“Pacific Princess’ docked at 
corner of Government and Wharf 
Street at Ships Point. 9 a.m. - 6 
p.m. daily.
Ask Your "Good Neighbour" Pioneer Dealer 
For Details.
i CENTALS
9773 ■ Sth Street Sidney
656-5541
WHY IS THIS 
MAN CHYSNQf
FOR THE ANSWER TO THIS 
OR ANY TRAVEL QUESTIONS
ROY SALONIN




MAUI — New Studios from , HONOLULU — New 1 BR from













LUDMILA BELOUSOVA 8. OLEG PROTOPOPOV
—twici) Olympic iiiK.) 4-Tiinf! World Pnir Ch.tmpionf.—- 
,'ind sUirrmg
World Ctiam)d<m Charti* Tkknar O Auttralian Ctiarnpion $haren 
Canadian Oanea Ctianniiiont Lama WigMon and John Oowding
ONLY ICE CAPADES PRESENTS 
THE GREATEST CHAMPIONS ON ICE!
PRESENTED BY THE CITY OF VICTORIA 
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA
, TONIGHT 7:30 P.M.
A1.1. SEATS neSEnveO Sfi,SO. $7.00, $7.50 
TICKETS NOW ON SALE 
10 00 .1 in-f. 00 |) m MONDAY TO SATURPAY 
ARCrjA MAY( AIR MALL, HILLSlDr. MALL, 
BRANnyWINCHATLEY PARK. KEV 8 tiaOGir,
LiORNU CI.NTHE—8IIJNEY. liOOKt IV 
DN GUNI.)AY TICKET !i ON RAEE. AT , ■
ARENA ONEV 10/Mil III SHOW riME
ntaariNiMANix tiims mo. and thuas. tim am 
111 Ann $Ai. I’M a*, sat. matinu 2;<n a«.
SUNOAT MATINU am umI liM a-M.
SPECIAL PRICES
CHILDREN AND YOUTHS Ui VRS. AND UNDER 
$100 orE REGULAR PRICE
WED. 7!30 p.m., THURS, 7;,10 p.m,, SAT, MATINEE ?;0O 
p,m. SUNDAY EVENING MATINEE 0;00 p.m.
Biiivn II f.lMtyir ol pf'l lif Knl III fill !i,i|i)llilil (mlliilf,
M TUtHIOHl RtttaVATKMS ~ TEU CHARGE U$I VI$A MA^ISU d m
Fun for the whole family 
Starts at 7:00 pm with kids Christmas 
crafts then at 7:30 pm join the Splash Bash 
In the pool or tho Family Fun Skate at 8:00 
^P"™* Christmas Treats and! Refreshments will 
also be available. Regular Admission rates 
fyilt apply
e ( Ml Pi n )
„ L-
ttriTXXH.llTIlIXI IXIXXTTTTXXXITXXX’;
January lossons, starts Decomber 15,10:00 am at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre. We are offering:
—Pro'sehool lessons for ages 4 and 5 (twice per week) 
-School-age lessons for ages 6 • 14 (both once per week and 
twice per week)
—Adult lossons once per week, either afternoons or evenings. 
Wo also have specialized instruction in Springboard Diving, Syn­






How to know when 
your Autoplan
ChiJck the decal on your licence plate. Your Autoplan 
insurance i,s due tor renewal by tho end ot the 
montly printed on the decal, For example: If the decal' 
ori your licence plate rends "May 81" then your 
AQtoplan covorano should bo renewed by May 31, 
1981, If tho decal date is “Dgc. 80," then your 
Autoplan Insurance is due Decernber 31, )980.
Not everyone's Autoplan insuranoo cmrio,s up for 
renewitl at tho end of February. Your renewal date 
comos a year after tlie pur etiase of your iiiaurance.
Quick Colour Guido: If your licence plate decal is rod, 
your Autoplan rtinewa! djito co,ir;b8 In 1981, But 
if it's ollvor, your Insuiance la duo for renewal this,year,
Check the decal Me on your itceiice plat^,
INSURANCE 
iCORTOSWiTSON,
I Of BRITISH Caiy^lMA
i
MM Mi iMMII liMii
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Morino on your doontop. Ono 
bodroom condominium with approx. 
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Superior 3 bedroom home 
built to exacting VLA 
specifications in 1969. 
Located on a quiet treed 
lot, the home is well suited 
for the active family. 
Upstairs are the bedrooms, 
den, living room and large 
kitchen and dining area. 
Downstairs is a Tudor 
family room complete with 
fireplace. The balance of 
the basement is un­
developed. For more in­
formation on this special 




INVESTMENT PROPERTIES. One 
parcel Vancouver island. Ocean 
frontage and view. Two parcels in 
Kootenays. One on large lake one on 
private lake. Cali 112 748*1757. no*50
WELSH MARE, excellent temperament, 
well-trained, good jumper, suited to begin­
ner. 652-1353 evenings. 53
5 barred rocks. 24 weeks old, 
$5.75 eoch. 656-2355. 1996-50
WANTED; Good fomily, country home 
for affectionoto Terrier cross. Coll 
592-5005.1989-50 
PUREBRED SIMMENTAL BULLS Sired 
by Fullblood sons of Extra and 
Golont. J.M. Engolhorl, Owen Lake 
Ranch, Box 519 Houston, B.C. VOJ 
IZO. Rodio Phone Skoeno Ranches 
N658647. no-SO
LOST. MALE CAT, neutered. 8 months 
old, amber eyes, light ginger colour, 
white flea collar with phone number 
attached when lost. 656-7360. 2007-
5_0___________
FOUND: set of seat covers. Owner 
must identify. 656-4371. 2015-50
GIRL'S BROWN framed eyeglasses, 
neor the Prairie Inn lost week. 
Reward. 652-3277. 2010-50
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available












This home is pne of ihe best 
buys on the market right 
now. Just shy of half an 
acre with 4 BR’s, 2 
Bathrooms, Rec. room. 
Living room with fireplace. 
A lot of extras and your 
own supply of summer 
fruits from the garden. Call 
now for an appointment to 
.see this fine home. Priced 
now at $120,900.
BEN RICHARDSON 656- 
6958
GODFREY WALLS 656- 
4891
A NEW HOME 
mid only 13% 
MORTGAGE
Yes, a low mortgage on this 
home under construction 
nr. Sicily’s X Road. 1898 
sq. ft. 3 BR Grade level 
bungalow. Priced at 
$I39,5(X). For more details 
on this home with 
numerous extras too many 





Buck on the market - Bevan 







$600.00 per mo. Five ap­
pliances. 3 BR. Desirable 
area of Sidney, Only 
rtistriclion - No pels.
JUDIPAUEUT 
656-4000 656-0131
Arc you ililhkinK of sclllnn;? 
Give us a call and wc will 
provide a comparallvc 










2154 Beacon Ave,, 
Sidney, B.C.
6564000 656-0131
BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS;
kilchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free park­
ing, maid service. Available weekly or 
monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551.
; 1541-tf '
LARGE DELUXE CONDO on Mount 
.Washington for rent. Everything 
Included. Close to oil chairs and cross 
country trails, sleeps 8. Minimum two 
nights. Phone 112 245-4920.' ; 'na-50
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM house In 
Sidney; close to oil services^. 
Available January 15 through March. 
No children, pets or smokers,: Rent 
negotioble to responsible couple. 
656-4555. “ :  2013-50
REIIABIE, PROFESSIONAL woman 
with two children looking for house 
or apartment close to Sidney, Phone 
Janet at Lund's Photography 656- 
5311, or 385-3619, 1992-50
AnGiouncements
ORIGINAL OILS, WATERCOLOURS 
and Sketches on exhibit by Ron 
Ranger and John NIckorson at Iho 
Ponorma Leisure Coniro, December 
13 and 14. Soturday, 10 a.m, • 5 p,m, 
Sunday, 1 • 9 p.m.2024-S0 
VICTORIA «90Toaslml5lres5 Club will 
moot 9:30 a.m, Wednesday, 
Docombor 17 ot tho Princess Mary, 
Visitors welcome. Brunch, $5,50, For 
Information, plooso phono 382,6063.
THE CENTRAL SAANICH boys and 
qIfIl itlub Invito you to ollond the 
plllclol opening ol Iho newly 
ninovolod lirehoir ol 7856 East 
Sannich Rood on Tuosdoy, Docemhor 
16 Irom 7;30 • 9:30 p.m. Rolroihmonls 
will he served, Everyone welcome,
THE WOMEN'S CANADIAN ciuh wlil
hold Us onnuol Christmas Too and 
Musicol Program In Iho Cryslol 
llollfoom or Ihe Empress Hotel on 
Weiinnsdoy,' December 10 at 3:00
SAVE TlfE CHliDRINEUNordoll rolTe
iltown ol Sooticho Hall December 6, 
Winner: Mist Mochnlllw *11957. 
ATTENTibTIi AH former rosldonfs ol
OlIVLH, 11.C, Homocomlng Moy 4>I0, 
I9BI, lo mark our 60lh birthday, 
AUlvillet goloro. For cfolollt, write 
IlOK 770, Oliver, (t.C.VOH ITO. nci^O
NOffci. VVIII lorTiroroiiberl Plains,
ManUaho iasldenlt toko notlre ol the 
75lh Annlvertory and Fair July 12-19, 
1981, Wriii) lo Anniversary Coni- 
inllleo (or more Inlarmollort. nO'SO
WANTED EXPERIENCED TELEVISION 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN for all mokes 
and models. Also able to service 
stereo equipment, radio shock ex­
perience on asset will be in charge of 
own shop including'' paperwork. 
Apply Toks Home Furnishers Box 270, 
Golden B.C. VOA IHO or phone Art ' 
344-2728. na-50
LIVE-IN COMPANION WANTED lor
elderly Sidney resident. Light house- . 
■ keeping duties, pie.nty of free time and 
occasional weekend relief. (We are tlexi- 
ble.) Room and board plus $100 per week. 
Call 479-9498.; :- ; : : 1906-50
PART TIME GENERAL help wanted. 
Apply in person Gisala's Deli .S 
Bakery, Trafalgar Square, 7103 W- 
Soonlch Rood, Brentwood. 2022-50 
PENINSULA RECREATION requires o 
: Building Host. Duties' to include' 
greeting the public, answering any 
. program related inquiries, assisting 
with birthday parties and preparation 
::of the Centre's programs. Preference 
will be given to o mature adult who 
would be available to work irregular 
hours. Written applications will be 
received up to December 31. 1980 at 
1885 Forest Pork Drive, Sidney, V8L 
'IA3.  1999-50
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED Immodiotely 
by working family, 1 or 2 days per 
week. 658-8859 otter 3 p.m, 2006-50
IMMEDIATELY ■ EDITOR required lor 
progressive weekly community 
newspaper in Central Vancouver 
Island. Experience essential, must 
have good photography skills. Send 
rosutno In confldonco lo Box 1300, 
Porksvillo, B.C, VOR 2SO or phoflo 
112 248-3202. no,50
ADD TO YOUR INCOME, odd to your 
health. Become a Distributor ol 
proteins, vitamins and minerals. 
Simple plan, product quality, money 
back guarantee. Send lor details lo
A. D, Distributors, P.O. Box 80596,
Burnoby, B.C. V5H3X9.no-SO 
CM DEALERSHIP In Croslon requires 
Porls-Counlor Mon 9M experience 
prolorrod. Apply: Atl'n, Parts 
Manager Box 610, Croslon, B.C. VOO 
IGO or phono 112 428,2623. na-50
FEDERATED‘co-op, DOWNIE STREET
SAW MILLS DIVISION, REVEISTOKE
B. C. due to recent exponslon wo
require on oxporloncotl BENCHMAN 
and a SAW FITTER, Also required one 
ELECTRICIAN with olocironic and 
sawmill OKpeiionco. Plooso (orword 
resume o( quolillcallons and ox- 
porlonco to Personnel Supervisor, 
Oownio Street Saw Mills, Box 1300, 
Revelsloko B.C, VOE 250, Phono 112 
B37-5175 no,5l
l’ogOINO TRUCKS WANTEo'Tor
Hauls In the following areas: 
Kamloops, Blue River, Goal River, 
Cllnlon. Call Wosiwood Timber 
Brokers Ltd,, Kamloops B.C, i 12 372- 
7055, Williams lake 112 390 7712, 
BluoRIver 112673-0412. na-SI
Work'Wiiiiti»il
lOK MEnriYTHON FUN RUN. fiundny, 
IHiuniiihoi M, (ll IkmiJaihon CuiHrti (i’HlIl 
CiHlitf Hill X (III.,minr UVicl, il -lon.m, Inlu 
rn(|i,ili.'ilion, 10 a m, tun slails noulo, 10 
Jiilnmitlnia {(i.S miluit) ol a-'amin (Iriliglihi nn 
a Killing ihuin Cnsi $i pur pnrsnn, in- 
cluiiitii mirofll'imt.initi mid hnliyaiiling Wri 
wuliicimri you lo iini|i us cuintihiie iiii# iwii- 
(Itiy uiiitiioh Willi n Cliiu-,lm,'iR Timn I'un 
rii.in.___.......... ............. ..... ................ . 50
BIDNiFv“lITT LE Lr-AOUE ’uMEiALU 
liiiktty liiiifjii, Docuinhni 1 ti. II p.m Kniglils 
ol (''ylln,1(> Hall r-nuilli ‘•ll Arlmifi--,irn 
$1 ODl nMin Winlnt’Cc tj;i, oiji (c^$1 00 -IS)
»l'r,Niw’oSr~coMMiiNn^"cLiTii','
Wolinr.e Drive, Turkey llingn on 
Mruultiy Dix-uiiiIhii ISih. 7:30 p.m, 
fvervnne welrnme
WHA BASKITBAll: Bus trip ioSsKiltie
Supnrsontr I gomes Detember 12 vs, 
l.,A. lakers, January 2 v»,
Phlindelphin 76'»ti, Phone 381-5047;
'W, 7233, I'ths !,'()
, MO NT it I aT CAN A WAN I' ’̂"vdn -,
rnuver Conucks, December I7lh, Bus 
itipirom Vlcioi ia to Ihe game, Phone
.OAITDEN BUITVICn, PiunliKi. Bruno vuo 
: St^iuokitiiinn (ibO-tUlHl, o;'117'll
Moif ruiAlia'of* 0AnDiNlNa
landiiCitpino... hbio gardon dmiign, Cfill
Cli(iilih;V^(liin^f)(t-lfi05ii(iiii (ip ip tO II
numiXGEraAnaAaE7fTiE'i),'iim^^^^
muni null cinnn up Inlw, Phnmi 0S.'?-40;i5 
 37-l(
A~FiMAlEtTU"DENT Is Itjokln'gikirUr'ui
fobs, houSBcleoning etc. on week- 
days odor 4 p,m, and weekeiHii, 
Please call Lesley, 656 lfiOI after 4 
p.m. 2005-50
Farsonuls
DEEP RELAXATION GUARANTEED or
full refund. Try our proven method on 
cassette tope. Send only $8.77 to: 
Relaxation Methods. Other 
Dimension Services. Box 2269, 
Salmon Arm, B.C. VOE2TO. na-51 
MARITAL AIDS FOR ADULTS. Shop in 
privacy at home. Items discreetly 
wrapped, securely packaged. 
Shipped from Vancouver • no 
customs. Illustrated catalogues of 
lingerie and marital aids * $4,00 for 
both, over 550 Items. Order now for 
Christmas. Direct Action Marketing. 
P.O. Box 3268, Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
3X9. na-51
COULEOf. COU(tSE$ AT HOMEI iliniiid. 
Wfiling iitiuilli.ihil, lii,lPkkm!|'iiiH|, liiiituwiiia 
luiilh, Hull linift ccHiiiaiH filso nviiilnlilu 
Cnnii'idi ttulluk Cnlltniu, h'I’l Ruymnur Ki 
Vmichilvur, ll.u, Vtid riHli. phom* tillP 
'’.hBi';...n»tl
UADIIiSI Ut,i vmi «h|oy sinoino ? II so; why
■„7.1
MnspriH; tpill, cQinm -itli and Ml Pakor, 
Sk'Iiiuv Nn .nidition-j, nni nf'crist-fliv lo 
h'Kid mu'ti.7 Contact Pni Mmati, i!',hU)/(:;i 
hi Ann Hod, (.ids .(054 itir lurtiirti inlniriid 
linn ,(
SAANiCfJTIlYrfrMlTauiHXNci
Assotaaiiou, fimvicm. (pi (hp (miiiiy, uidc 
viau«i_ m.vnug,, .-mu ((imily n-ninsullinij 
|•|[H‘i.1;M7, fifllit. ,5iit !)l fiidnriy VHI PX-l 
_________________ 0ti.37.|l
TRANSLATION
English-French or French-English. Very 
reasonable rates. Call Nicole Cyr — 656- 
6042 evenings. II
SAVE TAX DOLLARS 
INCORPORATE 
LOW COST — FAST
For Further Into Phone 
THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOLL-FREE 112-800-663-3035 
(In Vancouver area call 687-2442.) 
Chargex and Mastercharge welcome, 
"Legal Help You Can AKord." na-ll
DIVORCE 
LOW COST, FAST 
For Further Into Phone 
THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOLL-FREE 112-800-663-3035 
(In Vancouver area call 687-2442.) 
Chargex and Mastercharge welcome. 
"Legal Help You Can Afford." na-tl
SIDNEY 
RENTALS LTD.
9773 - Sth St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yar(3 on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.




: , ■ iWarranty ! : : 
Service Centre
GIRLS ENGLISH BLUE Duffel Coot. Size 
9, hardly worn, as new. $30. 656- 
2691, 2025-50
DOLL CARRtAGE,_$15; sturdy wooden’
doll crib, $10: dolls with clothes, $3 
each; doll dishes, $1. Evenings, 656- 
4686.2017-50 
NIAGARA MASSAGE cyclo pod plus 
hand unit in carrying cose, $200 or 
offers. 656-1504 . 2014-50
15" WESTERN SADDLE, good con­
dition, $200 6S6-6970.2018-50 
4 RADIAL FIRESTONE TIRES, 165R-15; 
pair studded snow tiros, 165R-15. 
Good condition, 656-1968. 2019-50
CORNER BREAKFAST NOOK, table 
and matching choir, $200: metal 
shower stall, $20; Electrolux 3 brush 
floor polisher, $40; boy's Bauer 
skates, plastic boot and blade size 5, 
$20. Approx. 50 sq. yds. green shag 
carpet, offers. 656,6776 after 5 p.m. 
1986-50 
MATCHED PAIR SNOW tires, lit 
standard G.M. wheels. Low mileage, 
reasonable. 656-2697. 1998-50
SPARTAN APPLES lor sale, 10c lb.; 
also chimney bricks.652-3323. 1988- 
50 _______________
KITCHEN SUITE, $50; Hoover vocuum, 
$35; TV video gome, $25; continental 
bed, $35. 656-7337. 1987-50
BLOND DOUBLE BED WITH box 
spring, matching dressing table with 
extra large mirror and stool, $125; 
metal 3-shelf plant stand, $12; 
chrome kitchen table, $5; students 3- 
drawer dropteaf desk, $40. 656-0359.
1 984-50’ 
4 BARREL CARTER corburotor and 
intake manifold, $100; deluxe radio, 
$40; other '64 Codiltoc ports. 656- 
2936. 2001-50
IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT. Chord 
organ, sacrifice $250. Bagpipes, $800;
3 Danish ..choirs, $200; Danish hall , 
bench, $100, All in A-1 condition. 656- 
0090. ^ 1995-50
PHiLCO T.V. 26" B.8W. swivel base 
cabinet. Good condition, $40 656- 
4853. ■■ 1991-50
CARVED CEDAR HOUSE signs Order 
immediately lor Christmas. 656-5333.
2008-50
FIREPLACE HEATILATOR PIPES, used 
very little, less than '/j price, $35. 
656-4555.' 2012-50
TWO BOY'S BIKES, good condition, _ 
$25 eoch; rock polisher; books; 
gomes; misc. household items. 656- 
5481. ' 2016-50
RACETRACK SET, 40 ft. track, 6 cors, 
$45; junior stereo record player, $45; 
Findlay 24"'stove, $100; ice hockey 





Come See our 
Xmas Specials
In-storo privato lessons in Guitar, 
Dulcimer, Bass, Drums and Plano. Vt hr. 
lessons. $25 per month.
9843 2nd St. Marine Court 
Sidney 656-4673
TfMSlSS
1973 CMC four whe«l drive tow 
truck, one ton duol rear wheels: 
Holmes 480 Twin Boom Wrecker, 
hydraulic snow plow. Internotionol 
1600 four wheel drive truck, new 
Holmes 500 twin boom. Wrecker C & 
T Rentals Ltd. Phone 635-6174. 4630 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R2. 
na-50
FOR SALE: 2'/3 yard 4 in 1 Loader 
bucket, excellent condition $5,500. 
Coriboo Tractor Parts Ltd.. Qoesnel, 
B.C. V2J3J3. Phone 112 992-5354. na- 
5
1980 INTERNATIONAL 466 13 speed 
Tanden Dump; 16 foot Armstrong 
Box: 1978 310 A J.D. Back-hoe F.F.L. 
Extend a hoe: 1977 250 Ford Service 
Truck. Phone 112 378-2162. na-51
JAY’S BRIDAL 
ENSEMBLE RENTALS
By appointment only. 656-3239
(1985-50) 1
RETAIL BUILDING SUPPLY business 
doing one million dollars plus. 
Located in thriving B.C, Interior. 
Write B.CY.C.N.A. Box 175, 1004- 
207 West Hastings Street, Vancouver. 
B.C.V6B1H7. na^SO
EARN A SECOND INCOME, Learn 
Income Tax preparation at home. For 
free brochure write U & R Tax School, 
1345 Pembina Highway. Winnipeg. 
Mo. R3T 2B6. No obligation. na-50
1980 TOYOTA LONG BOX.
Automatic, 9,000 kilometres. 656- 
5193.  2023-50
1960 DELUXE CAMPER, fully self- 
contained. Truck also ovoiloble. 652* 
9660. 1915-53
1974 VW 7 passenger von, twin corb 
model. Excellent condition. 656-5333 
weekdays. 386-8138 evenings and 
weekends. 2004-50
WANTED: Older fully comperized 
roised-roof von or V.W. Westphalia. 
656-6669. 2002-50
FRESH FROZEN and glazed tuna, ting 
cod and red snapper. $1.25 per Ib. 
“Pacific Princess" docked at corner 
Government and Wharf Street. Ships 
Point 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. daily. 2003-50
MANY THANKS TO THE Sidney 
Volunteer Fire Department for their 
quick oction in saving our house 
during our recent fire. Also many 
thonks to friends and neighbours for 




Mobile homes located in parks on pads. 
Listings and sales. We welcome all en- 
quiries concerning Wheel Estate. Listings, 
wanted. Phone 585-3622 (collect). 13647 - 
tooth Ave., Surrey. B.C. V3T 1H9. The 





Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­




3 Room groups, bachelor .suites, individual 
pieces, hido-n-beds, rollnways. month to 
monlh.
833 Yates 383-3655
HIGH QUALITY CATERING, PorIloa 
and Rocopllons, Hor» d'oouvrai, 
moat and cliooao plaltori, jond- 
wlcho9 anddojtorls, 656-1291, 1997, 
50 ,
0MINO YOUR HCPAinS and mundnid m 
lo Tho Diisy Boo In out now uxpnniiud 
t.’ioniisiiH ntixi In iho Honk of Nova ;3c:oiin. 
lixpmt nliurationfl at rmiRoiioblo nnoor. 




Mini <1. Indins' childinn'r, i\ltu(n|ii:in‘i, u). 




ONE HOBART 3000 complete 
weighing, pricing and labelling 
system. Readily convertible to metric 
- $7,500.00. One TOLEDO Super 
Wrapper, Model 3A1 - $200.00. Call 
Reg 400-667-2116, 404 Wood Street, ; 
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 2E8. no-50
YOURN NAME, ADDRESS, postal 
code. 300 gummed labels. (Made by 
handicapped people) $1.95. Mall 
cheque to: Handicapped Labels, Box 
1315, Slotion 'A'Surrey, B.C. V3S 4Y5, 
 na-50
ANTIQUE COLLECTORS ITEM. Square 
concert grand piano. Moke Knabo 
Baltimore. Rosewood, Manufactured 
1965. Serious offers only. Phone 
Vlcforlo, B.C, 642-5080. na-SO
COLD SEPARATOR. Separates Gold 
from Black-sond which accumulates 
In gold pans. Homo extraction 
reduces crook-side lime. No 
chemicals. Mailed Immodiolely for 
Chrlstmos giving. Send $21,50 • 
Black-Sand Industries, Box 3344, 
Kamloops, B',C, V2C6B9. no-SO
COMPUCRAPHIC COMPWRITER 11 
Junior, ExcollonI Condition. Offers to 
$4,000.00 Driftwood Publishing Ltd, 
Box 250, Ganges, B.C. VOS 1EO. 
Phono 1 12 537-2211. no-SO
IF YOU ENJOY GAKDEnTnO, do ll
year round, using an aluminum and 
glass groenhousol Write (or free 
brochure; B.C. Groonhouso Builders, 
7425 Hodloy Avonuo, Burnaby, B,C. 
ySE 2RI. Mall orders now available, 
na-SO
c’oUECrbRS PLATES ALL NEW SiTtl
bock issues. Over 300 plolos on 
dhploy, B.C, l|latn Gallery, 4679 
Kuujswuy. Burmiby, B.C. Phono 437, 
3432, Visa, Mastertliargc, oo-50
"clark ENTEnPRisi’s"'
Low pneo liuilory Biilvngo gliisii. Cut lo 
two. 24 0/.: 7lic. «q, tl; 32 07, $1,25; 3 1(1 
$1.50: U' plitlo. $1,75 tlron/o litil, 24 oi. 
$100; 3 16 $2,00. Wotkn iii tunt ol bitiriflii 
l.umbttr. 5lh SjliOMl, Sidnoy, 0)itm Mori. • 
Fri, 12:30 • 4 )i.m , Saiuttiav flam ■ 12 
noon, 656-6656, '
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORSt (1C. a 
lowniii (iiicoii' Hugo lioiotition. Now liiock- 
Int) pinti ilpubli) iiln/od windowu, Witlktu 
Door Vmutouynt (26(5,I101I, 1,100 G.W. 
Miinno Orlvu, V6P 5Z0 hi Norih Vitmioiivoi 
(Otlfi lt?!.!), irir(!l Ofirriun Avh V7I' 3A5
na-tl
CBAFTSPE'bpU. fTiTm o'xTriioildor 
monuy, Biing your hundicrafli lo Tin 
Bookworm, Urniilwood Bay, For sal# ‘ 
byconsignmnni,  ',$1
SAMURAI IWOiTdS ond"r'oiioi»dTl‘«im
vrtihlnd to buy by lalldctor. 382-1971.
l«3-5t ___ ____ ,____ . ____ ^
CAfrpiNfiR''"TOOir''wonl»d, Nol 




PcirK, Viiiti aniJ Lamb, f irtiwitr Cut,





lOO HOMIS AND CAftlNS, Doybrenk 
Crirnifutllon ltd. For brnrhure or 
IumIimi inluimullon, ainl(ut Ueorge 
Oonciwon, Box 777,TOO Mile House 
11 C, VOK uto Phone 395-21167 (days 
79_5 (uvenuips), )(
R F r o ll n. ,4' rru"’firirpiTrrr*”?.’,
»weilri(} systems lot reri*. leose or 
(lutrhote, 10% dlicounl until 
Dwember list, See ,I,,I Reiord 
Centre. 'Jlft.t Rsiornn Avenue 6*16'
. . 1«3Aife
I iSN« 1 I 
HI MMI Ml I
7174A W»»| Benitlah Rd, 
Rrentwnod Bsjy, O.C. 
6S2-451S
New 6tii(iimml« hi Quiwiii (uBi arriviul. All 
imisiinnlily pnciKl Peultirl loi ihn Ini' 
limrifli,
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, oroan. ouniii 
and ticchitiian, Ail itivoi'*, all udoa... tiasu 
’ nnd privnin. Call lor rrumi inlormaiiofi 
Letin CniK’Inral MusicCenitii, 7174 A Weiil
rirart llr,‘.ra.,.,',nr) n,v.. ri'p
, , .............. ' tOHIHI
(It lilt) TnfliHh Muuii! rtiudio Folk, tock. 
i-lanf.irnl iiiut |a.<7 r,ill Cil ni wp,






To the strains of Scottish bagpipes, the 
Jaycee Santa Ship -will make port in Sidney 
Friday at 10 p.m.
Commander Al Horner and his crew from 
the HMCS Malahat Naval Reserve will escort 
Santa on his 18th Island Christmas tour. 
Parents are reminded to bring their children 
down to wish Santa a Merry Christmas and a 
pleasant voyage.
From Sidney, the Santa Ship will travel to 
Kuper Island for a Saturday 10 a.m. arrival 
and to telegraph Bay at 11:30 a.m.
Connie, Jim top
CLEftRflNCEmE 
On last 3 Nordica ■ 
Sailboats. 2 - 16’s; 1- 20. 
Full keel, double enders. 
Diesel power. Danish North 









Macs. Spartans, Goldon Delicious and 
good windfalls. 6286 Oldlielcl Road, south 
oil Koaling X Road, Open 9 a.m, • 5 p.m, 
daily. 1B40-S0
LECOTEAU FARMS
Mac's, Aparton and Goldon. Our 
applos are kept fronh In cold iloiage. 
Open dally, 9-5 p.m. 304 Walton 
Plac«, off Oldfldd. ASS-SOCS. 1652 11
Connie Rust and Jim 
Grimmer beat out 53 
other bowlers over the. 
weekend to capture top. 
spots in the annual 
Christmas turkey 
tournament at Miracle 
Lanes.
Rust’s 750 triple 
earned her first spot 
among the ladies and the 
“large bird’’. Leslie 
Courser hit the tour­
nament high single with 
a 304.
Grimmer topped the 
men’s section with an 
804 triple while Joe Bill’s 
322 captured the high 
single. The “glass 
turkey’’ went to Armand 
Leroux with a 261 single 
without handicap.
In other bowling 
action this week: Lyall 
Ridcll nearly cracked the 
800 mark with a 794 
total on the strength of a 
299,singlc.
F. Bodrug took 
second spot behind 
Ridell in the Wednesday 
Legion league with a * 
249/655.
B; Nunn took first 
place in the Credit 
Union league with a 303 
single and 709 triple. In 
ladies league play Barb 
Mathews’739 earned her 
top spot. She fired a 291 
single. Joy Scott rolled a 
262/689, while Chris 
Mohr had a 255/672.
Tuesday Commercial 
action saw Barb 
Miimatta with a 672 
triple and a 329 single 
while Ron Duran rolled 
a 751 triple and a 277 
single.
M. Burton’s 275/753 
wa,s good enough for 
first in the Thursday 
Commercial while Joy * 
Scott had a 248/721.
Capital Region Transit System





Effectives December IStb 
to December Slst, 1080
Except Simiiays & Holidays
""v
To supplomoni Fast bus sorvico botwoon Iho Saanich Peninsula and Downtown 
Victoria, lour round trips have boon added lo tho oxisling rogularly schodulocJ 
trips--during tho porlod Docombor 15th to 31st, 1980,
For schodulo & routo dolalls, ploaso call G5()-4421 durlno rogular husinevT 
hours; or 382-6161, anyllmo. ' '
Ploaso watch this nowspapei lor dolails regarding a major Fast bus sorvico ox- 
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SERVICE DIRECTORY
























I SIDNEY BUILDER >
I Now specializing inj 
[finishing carpentry, cab-| 
I inets and built-ins, rumpus I 
j rooms, repairs, additions —' 
I no job too small. I
I Renovate and Save I 




® BAt;K110C WORK 
o t'AT' WORK 
® TRl'CKLXt;







KEYS 9 LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
Bonded Insured 







4903 Bellcrtrst Place 
Victoria, B.C.
BmiVkccpin^' tu tri.i! baid'ut.' pav- 
rolls wnic upv.iirlt (Jnc tifPt-only Dr 































Renovations - Concrete 













2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - Fri. 7-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-3 p.m.
G. &-• W. 
Landscaping Ltd.
Ki'sidftUiiil. t!oiium*ivi;il ami 
doll'Course Construction.




10300 BOWtRHANK RO. 
SIOSEY, B.C. 
PMOSE 656-3822 













....  ' -.....
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




"E'rom Estimate to 
■ Installation - 
Three Weeks!”

























Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections.
“No Job Too Smalt"
Sidney Rotovating
Ploughing, Levelling, 









A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete Unal Upliolslerv 
Ciinvns Bol Tops 
Ciimpcr Cushions 
Repairs







lU'buihliiigcxli.TUst sysifiiis. Toi'jiU’ 





Industrial - Logging - Marine 
Parts & Sendee 
Also Dealers for 
•Fresh Water Cooling Kits 
(gas & diesel)
•Bennett Trim Planes 
•Red Dot Cabin Heaters 
•Paloma Instant r 
Water Heaters >
•Barr Marine Manifolds 
•Teleflex Steering Systems 
•Aqualarm Alarm Systems j : 










(TdM M i(/i ;i;> i/('iir.s I'V/IITII'MI-I 





V ’ilij’''il' 'i"'!• Qualified Mechoglc -
,• 18 years ^perience




lnilu‘‘Ui,\! • lll'^l^l^nll,tl 
C'i)nmuMi.T.il \\'innL! 










TtuLkiny, llxcavatinij and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 



















0807 • Bttv STREET 
SIDNEY, D.C.









6950 WALLACf UK 
DRENTWOOD BAY
.^Vt^ON Hlfta










Leave your child at P.o.l.s. 
while you shop!
$1.50 an hour
9830 - Sth St. 
(across from Shop Wise) 
Olhor Weekdays, 
Pall Pre-School
























Men’s - Ladles • Children's
a AllfMlll'U* 0 KrP.lirv
I >r.irr'





Service Residential - 
Commercial
or small
we will do them all."














Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 








Also hauling. Will tiflivcr one 





on the street. 
Take a walk.
pamupaaioni





Quality Work : 
at Reasonable Prices
APEX STEEL LTD.







larine. Auto & Safety Giais 









The Chamber of 
Commerce 
Has a Business 
Information Centre 
Call on us









Are you dreading Christmas and the 
Holiday Season? If you live in a home where 
there is a drinking problem, it is likely that you 
are. Instead of anticipating a happy time with 
family and friends, you will be worrying 
among other things, about plans that will be 
made but not carried out; of promises that will 
undoubtedly be broken, and of the ensuing 
disappointment and embarrassment to your 
children and family as a whole.
The Christmas Season is a sad, lonely, 
miserable time for the family of an alcholic. 
We know, we’ve been there! Al-Anon can 
help you at this particular time too. Here is 
what one member says about the program.
“1 eagerly opened this surprise package Al- 
Anon offered me and this is what I found in it;
•That 1 had nol caused my husband to 
drink. (This lifted a load of uncertainty and 
guilt from my mind.)
•That 1 had no control over his drinking. 
(So I stopped trying to control.)
•That 1 have a life which must be lived, 
regardless of whether he drank of not. (This 
helped me to fill my time and my mind with 
more rewarding activites and thoughts.)
•That 1 had not been fair to my children in 
wasting time and energy worrying instead of 
spending it in making them happy. That my 
salvation is in my hands, not my husband’s. 
That the world is full of people with problems 
like mine who are learning in Al-Anon to live a 
good life, whether or not there is sobriety in 
the home. And above all, that I wasn’t quite 
as perfect as I’d thought I was.”
This package can be yours too. What better 
gift could you give your family this Christmas 
than the knowledge that by changing our own 
attitudes, we have the power to change our 
lives for the better.
In Victoria there are 21 groups including 
three Alateen and one male group meeting 
weekly. If you would like more information 
about the Al-Anon Family Group, don’t 
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Peninsula People
Mr. anil Mrs. Donald Robinson of 723 Cor­
dova liny Rond enjoyed a week’s visit from Mrs. 
Robinson’s cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Magnus 
Sigurjonson, from Reyjknvik. Iceland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bridges of 72.38 Kimpata 
Way enjoyed a two-week holiday in California, 
litnying at Olsncyliind and Santa Barbara.
Mrs, Alfred .1. Oassrn has reiitrned to her 
home at 8693 Lochsldc Drive after spending eight 
days in Fresno, California with her family who 
gathered there to celebrate the Americaiii 
i lii»iik;»i,dviug Pay.
Ah organization which Kelps children — and 
people of all ages who have iearrijng disabilities 
is how located at 102d2 Bowerbank, Sidney .Run 
by Marg Smith; 2083 Nepturie, the office is a 
branch of Victoria READ Society, an 
organization which was established in 1976 by a 
group of concerned teachers and parents.
This year between the two offices Read is 
teaching some 85 people. In Sidney the youngest 
is 6, the oldest 23. In the Victoria office the oldest 
is 56. Arid sometimes adults seeking help are 
often “totally illiterate”, even though they’ve 
gone through to the 10th grade at school, says a 
READ spokesman.
The kind of youngsters who benefit from 
READ’S help are the perceptually handicapped 
or learning disabled — those who havea disorder 
in one or more of the mental processcss involved 
in using and/or understanding written or spoken 
languages which results in difficulty with reading, 
spelling and/or math.
Approximately 10 per cent of the general 
population have specific learning disabilities but 
often because of limited budgets and large classes, 
teachers in the public schools cannot meet the 
very special needs of these students.
READ was formed to provide diagnostic and 
tutorial services for the learning disabled. After 
an individual evaluation in which a student’s 
learning strengths and weaknesses arc determined 
a program of in.struction is designed and Im- 
piemented to meet cucli student’s unique learning 
pattern.
Smith said students in public school fit in their 
time with her during the school day, and this is 
worked oul with their teachers, she says.
Initial assessment fee is $25 for language arts or 
matlis or $35 for both, Cliarge for three one-hour 
sessions a week is $130 a month. Actual cost 
would be $167 but various grants from 
organizations and fundraising provide bursaries 
wliieh bring down costs.
To make an appointment af the Sidney office 
cull 388-7225.
S il ver Threads
Monday through Friday: centre open, cards, 
billiards, library, morning coffee and afternoon 
lea.
Thursday - 9 a.rn. lapidary, weaving, 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling, noon luncli, 1 p.m. bridge, 1:30 
p.m. dressmaking, 2 a.m. billiards for ladles, 7 
p.m, crib,
Friday • 9 n.m. Spanish 10 a.rn. senior 
ceramics, quilling nnd crochet, kccpflt noon 
lunch, 1 p.m. chc.ss club, 1:30 p.m. bell ririRers 2 
p.m. jacko, 7 p.m. evening cards.
Saiurdav and Sunday: centre open from 1-4 
p.m. for dro)> lns.
Monday - 10 a.m. quilling, billiards, noon 
lunch 12:30 p.rn, ceramics 2 p.m. swim club, 7:30 
p.m. bingo.
Tuesday • 9 a.m. .Spanish, Sernnndcrs practice, 
oil painting 10 n.m. lapidary noon lunch, 1 p.m. 
whist 2 p.m. French conversation, 7 p.m, games 
night. ^ ■
Wednesday - 9:30 n.m. novcUlcs, noon 






Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 1 p.m. the first Thursday in 
each month in the Lions Hall on East 
Saanich Road. New members 
welcome.
Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
in the month at the firehall. For 
more information call Peter Cellarius 
at 652-1131 or 652-2649.
Central Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ 
Club invites all youngsters to join in 
the fun and activities at Keating, 
Brentwood and Saanichton 
elementary schools evenings. For 
more information call Tim Richards 
at 652-4444.
Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for pre-schoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters 
meet each Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information call 382-5004. Guests 
welcome.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. 
For more information call 656-5761.
Brentvrood Bay Alanon Group 
meets Tuesday evenings, Sidney 
group Wednesday evenings. For 
more information call 382-0744.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast feeding to its monthly meeting 
held the first Thursday of the month.
For details calf Judy Ptolemy at 479- 
?^8871. V; V
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United 
Church, East Saanich Road.
Peninsula Singles Club invites all 
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials at 
New Dimensions Studios, 755 Yates 
Street. For more information call 
382-0333.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorma 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723 for 
more information.
Careers night was held in Stelly’s multi­
purpose room last week with some 230 people 
in attendence. The audience of students and 
parents learned the possibility of obtaining 
computer “choices” to help each person 
decide a career. Speakers supplied helpful 
information to their listeners and it can be said 
the evening was a success.
On behalf of the Unitarian Service Com­
mittee of Canada, Dr. Lotta Hitchmanova 
visited the school and enlightened students and 
teachers on the subject of world needs and 
starvation. Everyone was moved by the speech 
by Dr. Hitchmanova, whom some people have 
dubbed “Canada’s Mother Theresa.”
Stelly’s hosted a lunch for the USC group 
and sang “Happy Birthday” to Dr. Hit­
chmanova.
A wake-a-thon was held Nov. 28 from 3 
p.m. Friday to 7 a.m. Saturday morning to 
raise money for the crippled children of B.C. 
(under Timmy’s Telethon). It’s estimated that 
about $1,800 was pledged and will be 
collected. Everyone enjoyed the long evening. 
The teachers dutifully came in to supervise 












The official opening of Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club takes 
place 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Dec. 16 at the 
newly renovated firehall, 7856 East 
Saanich Road. Refreshments will be 
served, everyone welcome.
’/ ONE HOUR 
DRY GLEANERS
SOMETHING SPECIML 
FOR THA 7 MAN IN YOUR LIFE!
TUNDAA VELOOH Mill
«80% Cotton, 20% Polyester 
•PlSachine wash ’n wear 
<»Havy, Chocolate, Burgundy 
• Luxurious, yet comfortable
’00.00.«’65.00
The Women’s Canadian Club 
plans an annual Christmas tea and 
musical program at 3 p.m. today in 
the Crystal Ballroom of the Empress 
Hotel.
7819 E. SAANICH RD. 
SAANICHTON CENTRE 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
A Dickens Faire — a special 
Christmas event — will be held 10 
a.m. — 4 p.m. at James Bay 
Community School Dec. 13. The fair 
provides local artists both 
professional and non-professional 
with an opportunity to sell their 
products as well as provide the 
community with an opportunity to 
buy all their Christmas gifts in one 
location. Persons who would like to 
sell crafts or contribute tb the fair in 






DEC, 1 - 13 — 
Saanichton Location only
SALE
OPm MON. TO SAT. 
8 am fo 6 pm 652-3410 1-HOUR SERVICE FROM 9 dm - 3 pm DAILY
20% OFF TO SENIOR CITIZENS 
ON REGULAR DRY CLEANING
CORD SPORTS JACKETS
•100% Cotton •Sizes 38-44 
•Beige and Chocolate
Reg. ’99.00 SALE ^75.00
g
See Mani; More In-Store Specials
JONATHAN S. LTD.




SUNDAYS SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1977
TWO and THREE 
PIECE 100%
WOOL SUITS 







Reg. *189.00 SAVE *47
U42.00







"A gooil hook is ihe host of friends, 
Ihe ^(inie todai/ and for ever.”
(Martin Tupper)
















CHOICE PEAS 2 LB. BAG ,
YORK
KIDNEY BEANS










3 LB. TUB ,.
6.5 OZ. TIN
Royal Oak Centre 




















SIDE BACON 800, PKa
Wo resorve Iha right to limit quantities, while stocks last, 
IPHICES EFTECTIVE DECEMBER 10th lo 14th
ts&CBUSQtuQy VQ discovBFQd th& convoniBnc© stid full s&FvicG of tho
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wishes
to set before a king!
Oiir best to the 





2507 BEACOM AVi. 656-1012
During tho Holiday Season moro than ovor, our thoughts turn 
gratolully to those who have mado our progress possible. 
And In this spirit wo say, simply but sincoroly
Thank You and Best Wishes 
for the Holiday Season 
and a Happy New Year
ANDY'S AUTO PARTS & 
ACCESSORIES
2412 DEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 656-7281
Gm bIj
"Christ Is____ bom In
, 'd::::...—:: ""~4- 
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tlio now - bom King." 
^.......
.... ..—--.................. ' ■
f
CkMl TMiwis
^ As'The, Review enters 
^ its 69th year, we wish
all of our subscribers 
the very best 
Christmas ever, and 
a happy New Year.
From the Staff of “yiHe Sidney S^eview
Wednesday, December 10. 1980
IM>pY 
HOLIDAY!
ll iilli/lcj cll[ oj OIL- I Lilli. IlisilLli 
Linci jiLiixoni tlis. L'£.iL oj sv£.zij- 
LIilizlj I ox tliE cHoliduij id>^aion.
' 1 I'^S thunk LjOU jo- LjOLtX [oijcil 
j’utxonu^js..
Sidney T.V. & Radio Ltd.
2327-A Beacon Plaza 656-5332
I Hli REVIEW
A very special holiday 
greeting to all of our 
special friends and 
patrons who have 
visited us this past 

















. Weekdays 9 - 9 




AWAY IN A MANGER





















Jr - tie Lord 
lit - tie Lord
Je - sus laid 
.Te - sus, no
-W J 3 ■
dowi lus sweet 
cry - ing He
^Pc' . .......- - ... — - .. —to-.----------------- -------—---------
L
HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS
SantaHere comes 
Claus!
Here comes Santa 
Claus!
Right down Santa Claus 
Lane!
Vixen and Blitzen and 
all his
reindeer are pullin on 
therein
Bells are ringing 
children singing
All is merry and bright,
Hang your stockings 
and say your pray’rs,
‘Cause Santa Claus 
comes to-night.
Here comes Santa 
Claus!
Here comes' Santa 
Claus!
Right down Santa Claus 
Lane!
ISHe’s got a bag that 
filled with toys,
For the boys and girls 
again.
Hear those sleigh bells 
jingle-jangle,
Vyhat a beautiful sight. 
Jump in bed, cover up 
your head,








[Directly Across from Safeway]





LUNCH & SUB 
HOUSE
2466 Beacon Ave.
(corner of 3rd & Beacon)
fieBpy noijroey
from the management and staff of










Tired of the sleigh? 




^ : SALES : >
9752 - 4th St. 656-3433
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RUDOLPH, THE RED-NOSED REINDEER
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in the New Year”
Have a happy holiday 
season enjoying your favorite 
sports, indoors and out 1
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods
7103W. SiinIchRd. B92.9B14
2480 Beacon Ave. 656-1512
. . . . . . Hazel & Don Phillips
BLESSBMGS 
TO ALL
Warm wishes for a continous "cycle” of 
fun-filled holidays to all,
Wednesday, December 10, 1980 THE REVIEW
RUDOLPH — continued
Ru dolph.the Red nosed
——^----- 1------- ---- 1













rein-deer used to laugh and call him names, They nev-er let poor
ej|~S r r T~
C dim
Ru-dolph join in an-y rein-deer games.
^ 5' ■ 3 •
-------
;.... \ fx.hL-
San-ta came to say: — Ru-dolph,withyour nose so bright, won't you guide my













We are singing 
with joy this holiday season as we extend 
our best wishes to all of our friends for a 
happy Christmas.
SIDNEY MUSIC
2495 Beocon Ave. 656-4818
THORNE-LENNON 
ELEQRIC LTD.
656 29459813 - 3rd St.
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for a fine 
Old Fashioned 
Chrlsfmas,
from BETTY a MARLENE
\ vcs'vt?\W - >V Tvi ^ "^-vAV
/tj.




To wish you the 




Marion Hulme, Bill Ratcliffe, 
Paul Hyatt, Holly Lynen, 
Frances O’Connor,
Eric Graham




2444 Beacon Ave. Sidney B.C.
DECK THE HALLS
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’TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
‘Twas the night before Christmas, when all 
through the house
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse; 
The stockings were hung by the chimney with 
care
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon would be 
there;
The children were nestled all snug in their 
beds.
While visions of sugar-plums danced in their 
heads;
And Mamma in her kerchief, and I in my cap, 
Had just settled our brains for a long winter’s 
nap,
‘The moon on the breast of the new-fallen 
snow
Gave the lustre of midday to objects below. 
When, what to my wondering eyes should 
appear.
But a miniature sleigh, and eight tiny rein­
deer.
With a little old driver, so lively and quick,
I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.
More rapid than eagles his coursers they 
came, -
And he whistled, and shouted, and called 
them by name:
Now, Dasher! now. Dancer! now, Prancer 
and Vixen!
On, Comet! on Cupid! on, Donner and 
Blitzen!
To the top of ■'the porch! to the top of the 
wall!'//-''','.':' .V ,
Now dash away! dash away! dash away all!”
As dry leaves that before the wild hurricane 
'ny,;>;,^ ■■
Vyhen they meet with an obstacle, mount to 
the sky.
So up to the house-top the coursers they flew, 
With the sleigh full of Toys, and St. Nicholas 
too.
And then, in a twinkling, I heard on the 
roof
The prancing and pawing of each little hoof.
As 1 drew in my head, and was turning 
around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas came with a 
bound.
He was dressed all in fur, from his head to 
his foot.
And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes 
and soot;
A bundle of Toys he had flung on his back. 
And he looked like a pedlar just opening his 
pack.
His eyes — how they twinkled! his dimples 
how merry!
His cheeks were like roses, his nose like a 
cherry!
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a 
bow.
And the beard of his chin was as white as the 
snow;
The stump of a pipe he held tight in his 
teeth.
And the smoke it encircled his head like a 
wreath;
He had a broad face and a little round belly. 
That shook when he laughed, like a bowlful 
of jelly.
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old 
elf, ■■ ■
And I. laughed when I saw him, in spite of 
myself;
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head 
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to 
dread.
He spoke not a word, but went straight to
^'■hiS'Wdrk,. -
And filled all the stockings; then turned with 
a jerk.
And laying his finger aside of his nose,
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose;
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team gave a 
whistle.
And away they all flew like the down of a 
thistle.
But 1 heard him exclaim, ere he drove out of 
sight.
Happy Christmas to All 
and to all 
A Good Night
from tho merchants 




















YOUB LOCKSMITH IN SIDNEY
^l^st^RjJishGsfor he 
holiday (3eason!
from the staff of
SEMOiilD
PSOPERTiES ltd.
7173 W. Saanich Rd.
652-1141
Wishing you God’s 
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May the days ahead 
bring each one of us 
little closer to our goal of 
peaceful relationships with 
our neighbors throughout the 
world. Happy New Year!
from Gosta & Kaija Richt & Staff
SIPIIIY PEHSOMAL €ARI 1109^1
9888 Fifth Street 
Sidney 656-0121
v_<.firi&irnuo lo iicic;
We’d like to take this 
opportunitx; to thank you for 















O LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM
F Bb •
^—r-jJ-------- —J—J—wtJ —-Aliy 4- 3 . -Z ■ 1 1
GOD REST YE, MERRY GENTLEMEN
merry,Upon this blessed 
morn;
The which His Mother 
Mary
Did nothing take in 
scorn.
O tidings of comfort and
joy,
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and 
joy. .
From God our Heav'niy 
Father
A blessed Angel came;
And unto certain 
Shepherds
Brought tidings of the 
same;
How that in Bethlehem 
was born
The son of God by 
Name.
God rest ye 
gentlemen,
Let nothing you dismay,
Remember Christ our 
Saviour
Was born on Christmas 
Day,
To save us all from 
Satan's pow’r
When we were gone 
astray.
O tidings of comfort and 
joy,
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and 
joy.
In Bethlehem in Jewry,
This holy babe was 
born.
And laid within a 
manger.
The son of God by • 
Name.
O tidings of comfort and 
joy,
Comfort and joy,
O tidings of comfort and 
joy.
Now to the Lord sing 
praises,
All you within this place.
And with true love and 
brotherhood.
Each other now em­
brace;
This holy tide of 
Christmas
All other doth deface.
O tidings of comfort and
joy,
Comfort and joy,
0 tidings of comfort and 
joy.










JOHNSn. JOHN JR. SUSAN &DARBARA
Tho Frlonrlly Stall at
Sidney Realty Ltd. REALTY WORLD
2348 Doacon Avn, 656-3028
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May you have fhat Peace,
Hope and Love which is Christmas,
SIDNEY’
,:i;l'l,,i li'i.p |r%',||CS: j;i >Ui!'
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SEASON’S GREETINGS TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS FROM 




witli a WILIC STOVE tliis 
Yuietisie Seasois.
656-5421 10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Wishing you a bright \ 
and happy holiday 
season and a beautiful 






To Our Many Customers 
from the Staff of
The TorontO'Dominion Bank\ ii ■ ' ■ . ■ ■ ■ ,.
SIDNEY BRANCH






















3rd PRIZE , ;
5 COnSOUTIOI^ '2.00
Completed posters can be handed 
in between Dec. 12 and noon Dec. 22 
to any of the sponsor merchants 
shown above.
CONTEST TO BE JUDGED DEC. 22nd 
by MAYOR NORMA SEALEY and SUZANNE RANGEL
(WINNERSWILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE.)
RULES
1 for ages up to 12
2 can be in crayon, felt or watercolour
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IT CAME UPON 
THE MIDNIGHT CLEAR
EMBASSY BOOKS
Hero wo come a- 
wassailing
among the loaves so 
groen;




Love and joy come to 
you
and to you our wassail,
• too, '
M
And God bless you and 
send
you a Happy Now Year!
We are not daily 
beggars
that beg from door to 
door;
But we are neighbour’s
children whom you have 
seen before.
Wo have little purses 
made
of matching leather 
skin:
We want a little six­
pence to
line it well within.
God bless the master of 
this house, likewise 
the mistress, too!
And all the little 
children
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Wayne & Lynne Fletcher of
C.R. DISPOSAL
wishes all their customers 
a Very Merry Christmas 
& a prosperous New Year.,
Dua la tha Holdlays Oac. 25 
will ba pickad up Dac. 24.
Jan. 1, 1981 will 
ba pickad up 
Dec. 31. 1980.
to all our many Irlends and customers 
from Barb,'John and All, Ibe stall o!
Iiiasf ^
I §i®yr 0@aie@rs
(BsMtid tea Bank el Neva SeaUa.) 
(Acreaa traa Sataeray)
With gratitude for your loyal friendship and 
support, we extend our warmest wishes 
for a very cheery holiday season.
Pink Kitten Beauty Salon




from your frlonds fit
Glass Ltd.
6S64313
10114 McDonald Park Bd.
UP ON THE HOUSETOP
"if Up on the house - top rein — deer pause,
out jumps good old San - ta Claus. Down








7181 W. Saanich nu.
652-1821
lots of toys. aU for the Ut - tie ones’
■yii£y-?^yg'... ..... L-__________
.................. ................. ................. .. ■ ---------
SEASONS . 
BCST
Extending to you 
our best wishes.
We are proud to 
have you as our 
customers.
SOLRIDGE COMSTRUCTICN CO. LTD. 
2070 Henry St. 656-3524
Best tvishes to all the 
friends who have 
patronized us.






O'" , . . . . .. ...
Wlio would - n't got----------- -
---------H ■ —ir-r—
Wfdnesduy. IKcember 10, 1980
Pat & John Marsh 
of
wish one and all a Merry Xmas and a 
Happy and Peaceful New Year.
2447 Beacon Ave. 656-0222




Honourable Hugh Curtis, MLA, 
Saanich and the Islands, 
and Family.
I wi.sh to extend rny thanks to all con­
stituents for their confidence and pledge 
continued effort for the constituency in 
the New Year. ■ •
Our Constituency Office (Phone 656-6232)
' : Reopens After.The N ew Year
KAPTEVN HAIR




. We wish Health and Happiness 
to all our Friends and 
Customers and look forward to 
seeing you in the New Year.
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night that








el. Born is the KJLng of
------ ----—^ gy
Is - ra - e i.
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The first Noel the angel 
did say.
Was to certain poor 
Shepherds in fields as 
■ they lay;
In fields where they lay 
keeping their sheep
On a cold winter’s night 
that was so deep .
Noel, Noel, Noei, Noel,
Born is the King of 
Israel.
They looked up and saw 
a star
Shining in the East, 
beyond them far,
And to the earth it gave 
great light,
City sidewalks, busy 
sidewalks,
Dressed in holiday 
style.




meeting smile after 
smile.
And on every street 
corner you hear:
Silver bells, silver bolls,
And soft continued both 
day and night .
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel, 
Born is the King of 
Israel.
And by the light 
Cf the same star 
Three Wisemen came 
From Country far;
To seek for a King 
Was their intent.




It’s Christmas time in 
the city.
Ring-a-ling, hear them 
ring.
Soon it will be Christ­
mas day.
City street lights, oven 
stoplights.
Blink a bright red and 
green,
As the shoppers rush 
home With their 
treasures,
NOEL
DBAS Jml 8t, M»rln» Court 
BlOttoy fiB6-4fi73
Th i s Sta r d rew n igh 
to the Northwest,
C’ver Bethlehem it took 
its rest,
and there it did 
both stop and stay.
Right over the place 
Where Jesus lay.
CHCRUS:
Then entered in 
Those Wisemen three. 
Full reverently upon 
their knee.
And offered there, 
in His Presence,
Their gold, and myrrh, 
and Frankincense.
Hear the snow crunch,
See the kids bunch.
This is Santa’s big 
scene.
And above all this 
bustle you hear:
Silver bolls, silver bolls,
It's Christmas time in 
Ihecity,
Ringa ling, hear them 
fing,
Soon it will be Christ­
mas day.
Wishinp .'111 iho 
Poaco and Joy 






























THE BOOKWORM wishes al! it s 
customers a very Merry Christmas and 
a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
7105B West Saanich Rd., 
652-3422
A M«>Sy saolialiay 
f«r «very- 
o, - ; iBi«y • wc;
:fiimd':
BRENTWOOD *
FLORiST & Garden Shop












2448 Beacon Ave. 656-5244
WE WISH YOU 
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
% ^
Christ - mas, we
1
wish you a Mer - ry Christ - mas and a
ij.-
- 1 F







'• 1 . .
T d - lugs to
^






from the Staff 
of the
Bank Of Monti eal
Opan 6 Days a Weak -- Monday through SaUifday




2452 Beacon Ave. 656-5641
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ltd - lugs for Chrlst-mas, and a Hap - py New
----^-----—ffl------
Year', We
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Have a happy Christmas season and 
thank you for your patronage. ,
2459 Beacon 656-1323
Wishing you and your pets 
a very merry Christmas 







and to all a 
Good Year!











9781 2nd St. 656-3511
We wish happiness and 
prosperity to all, from 
JOHN LACE, DARLENE PEDERSEN 
DOUG scon & ANNEHE WALLS
;M0PITREAL TRUST:










from all of us at tho
MOPPE SHOPPE
7855 E. Saanich 
6524911
THE REVIEW
JOY TO THE WORLD
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GOOD KING WENCESLAS
Good King Wenceslas 
looked out,
On the (east of Stephen, 
When the snow lay 
'roundabout.
Deep and crisp and 
oven, ,
Brightly shone the 
moon that night. 
Though the frost was 
cruel.
When a poor man camo 
insight,
Gath'ring winter fuel.
"Hither, page, and 
stand by me.
If you know’st it telling.
Yonder peasant, who is 
he.
Whore and what his 
dwelling?"




Right against the forest 
fence
By Saint Agnes' foun­
tain."
"Bring me flesh and 
bring me wine,
Bring me pine logs 
hither.






Pago and Monarch, 
forth they went.
Forth they wont 
together
Through the rude 
winds' wild lament 
And the bitter weather,
Page 15




2410 Beacon Ave. 656-2931
■ ^ Sending a 
message 
that brings 









Let the glad tidings of the season ring 
out as we rejoice in the Christmas 
Holiday. The best of wishes to all ofour 





Rest haven Drive and Harbour Road 
656-5033
f /. To all our good Irlondn .a 









Wednesday, December 10, 1980
May this Christmas bring 
good friends to your fireside ond 
the comfort of peace to 
your pothwoy. Moy your 
New Yeor be filled with 
hope, health and happi­
ness ... oil the good 
things in life!
po
9779 fourth St., Sidney 656-1413
THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
from all the Staff at
9769 - 2nd Si, Sidney
r.:iP I I r
................ ,n. .












1, .Oil the 
mjp
------ ---------- ------------ ------------




^ F Bb F C7 F
ti
Wc would like to take this
opportunity to wish all our friends and clients all 
the joy, the hope and the wonder of Christmas. May 
the meanirw of the holiday be deeper, its friendship
stronger, its hope hriphter, as it comes to
you durinp the new year.
DENCH EXCAVATING
; ltd:
10134 McDonald Park Rtl. 656-7277
true love sent to me, A 
in-----------------------
par - tridge— in a pear tree.
C7
---- TTZa
2. On the sec -ond day of Christ-mas my true love sent to
me
repeat 2nd & 3rd 
times, as needed Bb
D. S for verses 
C7 F 1-4
--------- ----------m ----- in ---- ^-----3-----TB
5. On the fifth day of Christ - mas, my true love sent to me








■ ^ ■■ -n*—!—-----------
cini
-------J-------- -------::: i.—■ --— f- ■ - ii" ■ —1
Four thill - ing blrdu, three Froneli heUH,
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Wednesday, December 10, 1980 THE REVIEW
TWELVE DAYS — continued
G. On the sixth day of Christ - mas my true love sent to me
On the first day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, a partridge in a pear tree. 
On the second day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, two turtle doves,
On the third day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, three French hens,'
On the fourth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, four calling birds’.
On the fifth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, five gold rings.
On the sixth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, six geese a-la’ying.
On the seventh day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, seven swans
a-swimming.
On the eighth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, eightcmaids a-milking. 
On the ninth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, nine ladies dancing,
On the tenth day of Christmas, my true love gave to hie, ten lords a-leaping, "
On the leventh day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, ’leven pipers piping. 
On the twelfth day of Christmas, my true love gave to me, twelve drummers '
; , . ' t drumming, :
May your holidays 
be merry and 
future joyous. 




7855 E. Saanich 
652-2121
SANTA CLAUS IS 
COMING TO TOWN




I'm telling you why, 
Santa Claus is coming to 
town.
He’s making a list, 
Checking it twice.
Going to find out
Who’s naughty or nice, 
Santa Claus is coming to 
town.
He sees you when 
you're sleeping.
He knows if you’re 
awake,
He knows if you've been 
bad or good.

















May the feeling of peace be with you throughout this holiday seasona nd for all the 
years to come. We give you our thanks and the best wishes for a wonderful holidav>
FROM THE MANAGEMENT & STAFF 
OF
THE ®F MOM A SCOTIA
2355 BEACON AVE. 656-1170
Christmas is the sound of belis, the laughter of children, the glow of 
candles and the scent of pine. Christmas is tho joy of families and tho hap­
piness of friends. We hope your Christmas has love, warmth and laughter.
ARCHEH-WEISNER T.V. SERVICE LTD.
9764A 5th Street, Sidney 656-5114
from.
the managomont,and staff 
of Sidney and Brentwood Branches
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A warm and friendly wish of 
holiday cheer to our wonderful 
friends. Thanks so much for your 
time and patronage.
from Management & Staff of
FLiHT lyiOTORS LTD,
2526 Bevan (1st & Bevan) 656-0144
FROM ALL OF US AT
l.C.’s PLAYTIME CLOTHING Town Square Shoes
656-7331656-2455
2475 B Beacon Ave. 
Closed Doc. 25th 
to Jan. 5th
2475 Beacon Ave. 
Closed Dec. 25th & 26th 
Dpen 10 am-4 pm Dec. 27th
SBASOI^^
from the
SALESMEN & STAFF of
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
2428 BEACON AVE,, SIDNEY 656-5584
JINGLE BELLS
iifa i It
----------& —:-------------------- .J--------- -
«J 1 1
"if Dash - ing through the






one-horse o - pen O’er the fields we
^ j ! f r ------------- S!l--------------------------—— --------------------------------P--------------^-------------------^ r \
laugh - ing all the way.
go
\d 1

















^ Jin - gle bells,
. .....—
r
jin - gle bells,.
n ' ...—
7? J-' ............. ..... ----- gff....-gg ggi ...... -
------- ff-------------- (glU------ --------- ..... T-T-......r--~dN r 'rT~nf^
jin - gle all the way'. Oh, what fun it is to ride in a







slcl|;h'.. .Jin - glo bolls,
-^tzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz:















VI f>« __ _
:: JI:—zuL : -—tfj
In to ride In « one homo o - pon fllolgli'.----- - ,1
rjMCTpdHLj™,izzzzr .' —i-" r™a------------------
1'. ♦' *.1 > LUU.A
wnM
Wednesday, December 10, 1980
from Joan & George’s
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
9807 - 4th St., 656-6722
goodwill
ToioardsMen!
May the Joy of CHrist 






Best Wishes for the Season 
and a Prosperous New Year.
SIDNEY
APPLIANCES




7481 W. Sainich Rd.
6524181
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O CHRISTMAS TREE
D
Christ-mas, tide, spreads hope and glad - ness
j6eM&n..
to will oui r.unomon Iho 
1)11.1 tor Xiiiii onu Iho Nom Vimi
The Stall ol
Alyco't Fathioni




10 nil oiir 
limnils liom 
Iho ihioo ol ui.








tree, most fair and
d~''  -----------------------^^—
love - lyl The sight of thee at
-..a-
-..
1 1^- . -------------------
For unto 
us a son 
is born.
And with Him 
comes hope, 
peace and good- 
will. We wish 
you a holiday to 
remember filled 
with the love, 
hope and peace 
of family and 
loved ones.




The Management & Staff of
iilTCIIELL
mmEmou
LUIASEil and IIAMDWAiSE 










Our very best wishes for a 




Christ - moH troo, Utou tree most fair and lovp - lyl
Ol
■piN”-— ..... ......—  ...................- ——-^53.1——-........ .... ................ .... . —--------------------
■ ^ ^ ^ ..... .............
p-
Irom youi lilunds at
SEA CHEST SAILING 
SHOP
9732 111 65G-6621
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